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This paper was originally designated as a Comment on the paper by R.
Jackiw and V. A. Kostelecky´, Phys. Rev. Lett.82, 3572~1999!. It gives
an example of a fermionic system in which theCPT-odd Chern–
Simons terms in the effective action are unambiguously induced by
chiral fermions: superfluid3He-A. In this system the Lorentz and gauge
invariances are both violated at high energy, but the behavior of the
system beyond the cutoff is known. This allows one to construct a
CPT-odd action which combines the conventional 311 CS term and
the mixed axial–gravitational CS term discussed by G. E. Volovik and
A. Vilenkin, http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/hep-ph/9905460. The influence of
the CS term on the dynamics of the effective gauge field has been
observed experimentally in rotating3He-A. © 1999 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00113-9#

PACS numbers: 11.15.2q, 11.10.Ef, 11.30.Er, 67.57.2z

Recently the problem of the radiatively inducedCPT-odd Chern–Simons~CS! term
in 311 quantum field theory has been addressed in a number of papers.1–6 The CS term
LCS5

1
2kmemabgFabAg in the 311 electromagnetic action, wherekm is a constant

4-vector, is induced by theCPT- and Lorentz-violating axial-vector termbmgmg5 in the
Dirac Lagrangian for massive fermions. In the limit of small and largeb compared with
the massm of the Dirac fermions, it was found that

km5
3

16p2 bm, b!m, ~1!

km52
1

16p2 bm, b@m. ~2!

However it has been concluded that the existence of the CS term depends on the
of regularization procedure — a ‘‘renormalization ambiguity.’’ This means that the re
for km depends on physics beyond the cutoff.

The aboveCPT-odd term can result not only from the violation of theCPTsymme-
try in the vacuum. The nonzero density of chiral fermions violates theCPT invariance
10021-3640/99/70(1)/4/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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and thus can also lead to the CS term, withb0 being determined by the chemical potent
m and temperatureT of the fermionic system.7–9

Here we provide an example of a fermionic system in which such a CS ter
unambiguously induced by fermions. In this system the Lorentz and gauge invari
both are violated at high energy, but the behavior of the system beyond the cut
known. This allows the calculation of the CS term in different physical situations.
influence of this CS term on the dynamics of the effective gauge field has been obs
experimentally.

The aforementioned example is superfluid3He-A, where there are two species
fermionic quasiparticles in the low-energy corner: left-handed and right-handed
fermions.10 The quasiparticles interact with the order parameter, the unit vectorl̂ vector
of the orbital angular momentum of Cooper pairs, in the same manner as chiral re
istic fermions interact with the vector potential of theU(1) gauge field,A[pF l̂ , where
pF is the Fermi momentum. The ‘‘electric charges’’ — the charges of the left and r
quasiparticles with respect to this effective gauge field — areeR52eL521. The normal
component of superfluid3He-A consists of thermal fermions, whose density is de
mined byT and by the velocityvn2vs of the flow of the normal component with respe
to the superfluid vacuum. The velocity of the counterflow in the direction ofl̂ is equiva-
lent to the chemical potentials for left and right fermions in the relativistic systems

mR52mL5pF l̂•~vn2vs!. ~3!

As in the relativistic theories, the state of the system of chiral quasiparticles
nonzero counterflow velocity~an analog of the chemical potential! violates Lorentz in-
variance andCPTsymmetry and induces theCPT-odd CS term. This term can be writte
in general form, applicable both for the relativistic systems, where it was found in R
7 and 8 and for3He-A ~Ref. 10!:

1

4p2 S (
L

mLeL
22(

R
mReR

2 DA•~“3A!. ~4!

Here sums overL and R mean summation over all the left-handed and right-han
fermionic species respectively;eL and eR are charges of left and right fermions wit
respect toU(1) field ~say, hypercharge field in the Standard model!.

Translation of Eq.~4! to the3He-A language gives

pF
3

2p2 @ l̂0•~vs2vn!#@d l̂•~“3d l̂ !#. ~5!

Here l̂0 is the direction of the order parameterl̂ in the homogeneous ground state; a
d l̂5 l̂2 l̂0 is the deviation of the order parameter from its ground state direction.

Since for chiral fermions the chemical potential plays the part of the parameterb0 in
the fermionic Lagrangian, the connection betweenk0 and b0 in 3He-A is k05b0/2p2.
Though it agrees with the result obtained in a relativistic system with nonzero che
potential for chiral fermions,7 it does not coincide with Eq.~2! obtained in the massles
limit m/b0

˜0.
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The instability of the electromagnetic vacuum due to the 311 CS term has been
discussed by Caroll, Field and Jackiw,11 Andrianov and Soldati,12 and Joyce and
Shaposhnikov.11 In the case of a nonzero density of right electrons (mRÞ0) this insta-
bility leads to the conversion of the density of right electrons to the hypermagnetic
This effect was used in the scenario for nucleation of the primordial magnetic field9 In
3He-A this phenomenon is represented by the well-known helical instability of the c
terflow, which is triggered by the term in Eq.~5!.13 The conversion of the counterflow o
the normal component~an analog ofmR in the Joyce–Shaposhnikov scenario! into a
nonuniform l̂ field with ¹3 l̂Þ0 ~an analog of the hypermagnetic field! due to this
instability has been observed in rotating3He-A.14,10

Recently another type of CS term has been found for both systems,3He-A and chiral
relativistic fermions with nonzerom or/andT. This is the mixed axial–gravitational CS
term, which contains both the gauge field and the gravimagnetic field:15

1

8p2 S (
L

mL
2eL2(

R
mR

2eRDA•Bg , Bg5“3g, g[g0i . ~6!

Hereg0i is the element of the metric in the reference frame of the heat bath~in super-
fluids it is the element of the effective metric in the frame in which the normal compo
is at rest!. If the heat bath of chiral fermions is rotating in Minkowski space, the ‘‘gra
magnetic field’’ is expressed in terms of rotational velocityV:

Bg5“3g52
V

c2
. ~7!

Herec is the material parameter, which is the speed of light in a relativistic system,
the initial slope in the energy spectrum of fermionic quasiparticles propagating in
plane transverse to thel̂ vector in3He-A ~Ref. 10!. The material parameters do not ent
Eq. ~6! explicitly: they enter only through the metric. That is why the same equation~6!
can be applied to different fermionic systems, including those with a varying spee
light. In a relativistic system this equation describes a macroscopic parity violating e
rotation of the heat bath~or of a black hole! produces a flux of chiral fermions along th
rotation axis.16

Comparison of Eqs.~6! and~4! suggests that the twoCPT-odd terms can be unified
if one uses the Larmor theorem and introduces the combined fields:

AL(R)5eL(R)A1
1

2
mL(R)g, BL(R)5“3AL(R) . ~8!

Then the general form of the CSCPT-odd term is

1

4p2 S (
L

mLAL•BL2(
R

mRAR•BRD . ~9!

Note that in the Standard Model, nullification of theCPT-odd term in Eq.~9! occurs
if the ‘‘gyromagnetic’’ ratioe/m is the same for all fermions. This happens because
the anomaly cancellation. For theCPT-odd term induced by the vacuum fermions, t
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anomaly cancellation was discussed in Refs. 6 and 2. In3He-A the ‘‘gyromagnetic ratio’’
is the same for two fermionic species,eL /mL5eR /mR , but the CS terms survive, sinc
there is no anomaly cancellation in this system.

In 3He-A there are also subtle points related to gauge invariance of the CS ter
discussed by Coleman and Glashow,17 and to the reference frame. They are determin
by the physical situations.

~i! The reference frame for superfluid velocityvs is the heat bath frame — the fram
of the normal component moving with velocityvn . At T50 this frame disappears
thermal fermions are frozen out. To avoid uncertainty in determination of the counte
velocity vs2vn , and thus of the chemical potential of the chiral fermions, the limiT
˜0 must be taken after all other limits.

~ii ! The leading terms in the low-energy effective action for the ‘‘electrodynami
of 3He-A are gauge invariant, because the main contributions to the effective actio
induced by the low-energy fermions, which are ‘‘relativistic’’ and obey the gauge inv
ant Lagrangian. Equation~9! is an example of such a gauge invariant term in the lo
energy action. It is gauge invariant if theb0 parameter~or mR) is constant, i.e., if the
background counterflow andl̂0 field are uniform. The nonuniform corrections, whic
correspond to the inhomogeneousb0, violate the gauge invariance. This is natural, sin
these corrections are determined by the higher-energy fermions, which do not ob
gauge invariance from the very beginning. This is in agreement with the conclusion
in Ref.1, that for existence of the CS term the ‘‘weak condition’’ — gauge invarianc
zero 4-momentum — is required.

I thank Alex Vilenkin for discussions. This work was supported in part by Gr
96-02-16072 from the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research and by the Eur
Science Foundation.
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Fermionic atom laser
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An output coupling of a magnetically trapped two-species Fermi gas to
a untrapped species is considered which can be implemented using rf or
optical Raman transitions. The process can be used to produce an in-
tense output beam of fermionic atoms once the device reaches a thresh-
old in the zero-temperature case. For finite temperatures there is no
threshold, as the output current grows smoothly. This behavior, which
is reminiscent of conventional optical and cavity-QED lasers, suggests
the namefermionic atom laserfor this device. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00313-8#

PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 39.10.1j

Since the experimental realization of Bose–Einstein condensation~BEC!1 there has
been much interest in the properties of trapped degenerate gases.2 Although most of the
attention is being paid to alkali bosons, recently some work, both experimenta
theoretical, has been done on Fermi gases.3–5 Another research topic of current interest
the atom laser, or boser, an idea which has been the subject of a number of proposa6 and
which has been shown to be realizable experimentally.7 The idea is to couple out the
condensates which have formed to produce a coherent output beam of atoms.
bosers proposed are the excitonic8 and exciton–polariton9 lasers. An atomic parametri
oscillator which produces correlated atomic beams was proposed in Ref. 10.

Up till now almost all of the attention has been paid to bosonic atom lasers. Th
obviously due to the great progress that has been made in the BEC area. Howeve
exists yet another interesting possibility for getting coherent atomic waves. Recentl
series of papers Stoof, Houbiers,et al.4 and Baranovet al.5 have discussed the possibilit
of formation of BCS states and of superfluidity in atomic6Li in a magnetic trap. Al-
though the formation of Cooper pairs has not yet been observed experimentally,
estimates show that the process is quite possible. If one accepts the possibility of f
tion of fermionic pairs~in momentum space!, one might wonder what would happen
they were coupled out of the trap.

In this paper we present a simple scheme for the output coupling. We will show
the problem is akin to the case of electron tunneling between a superconductor
normal metal and will find that the device possesses a threshold at zero temperatu
is thresholdless at finite temperatures. We then point out an analogy between the
and cavity-QED lasers.11
110021-3640/99/70(1)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Some of the boser proposals have used the Born–Markov approximation, whic
been shown to fail for the case of an atom laser.12 Very recently a non-Markovian
stochastic Schro¨dinger equation has been derived13 that opens up the way for furthe
investigation of atom lasers as open quantum systems coupled to a finite num
output oscillators, as is in fact the case. Although a detailed microscopic theory, w
should include the presence of quantum fluctuations, would provide a deeper under
ing of the process, here we present a simple theory without taking quantum fluctu
fully into account in order to get an idea of what is going on in the case of the fermi
atom laser. However, in the present paper we do not make the Markovian approxim
but just work within a Hamiltonian approach that has been applied to the supercond
tunneling problem.14 Another simplification we make is to consider the problem in
homogeneous approximation, assuming that the magnetic trap fields are uniform, s
the particles are simply placed in a potential-well box. We will trace out an ana
between our case and electron tunneling15 and will also consider finite temperatures.16,17

Let us consider two species of fermions which are confined in a trap and int
with one another by two-body collisions (s-wave scattering!. The Hamiltonian with one
output channel reads

H5 (
s51,2

E d3r S cs
†~r !F2

\2

2M
¹21Vs~r !2msGcs~r !

2
g

2
cs

†~r !c2s
† ~r !c2s~r !cs~r ! D1E d3r S co

†~r !F2
\2

2M
¹2

1Vo~r !2moGco~r !1(
s

ls~co
†~r !cs~r !1h.c.! D . ~1!

Here cs
†(r ) and cs(r ) are the creation and annihilation field operators for the t

fermionic species (s56), co(r ) describes the output field with chemical potentialmo

and coupling constantsls ; Vs(r ) are the trapping potentials,Vo(r ) is the repulsive
potential,ms are the chemical potentials,M is the mass of the particles, andg is the
interaction parameter.

The Hamiltonian describes, e.g., a trapped atomic6Li ~fermion! gas. The two
trapped levels are theu6& andu5& levels,4 and we choose transitions to theu3& untrapped
level as the output channel. The transitions from the trapped levels to the untrapped
can be provided, e.g., by rf fields, which have been used for the output couplin
bosons.7

We now expand the annihilation and creation operators for the second-quan
field in trap eigenfunctions as

cs~r !5(
n

vns~r !ans, co~r !5(
k

vko~r !bk ~2!

and after a linearization which introduces a gapD, and assuming the functionsvns(r )
andvko(r ) are known, we write the Hamiltonian of our model in the form
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H5 (
s51,2

unsans
† ans1(

k
ukobk

†bk1(
nn8

~dnn8oan1
† an82

†
1dnn8o

* an1an82!

1(
nks

~Tnksans
† bk1h.c.!, ~3!

where

uns5E d3rvns* ~r !F2
\2

2M
¹21Vs~r !2msGvns~r !,

uko5E d3rvko* ~r !F2
\2

2M
¹21Vo~r !2moGvko~r !,

Tnks5lsE d3rvns* ~r !vko~r !, dnn8o5DE d3rvn1* ~r !vn82
* ~r !. ~4!

After the diagonalization procedure the Hamiltonian takes the form

H5 (
ns51,2

vnscns
† cns1(

k
ukobk

†bk1(
nks

~anksbk
†cns1bnks* bk

†c2n,2s
† 1h.c.!.

~5!

where we have defined

anks5unTnks* , bnks5vnTnks, vns5uns~ uunu21uvnu2!12dnno~un* vn1c.c.!,
~6!

and

an,15uncn,11vn* c2n,2
† , a2n,2

† 52vncn,11un* c2n,2
† . ~7!

For the model under consideration one has4

uunu25
1

2 S 11
jn

Ajn
21uDu2D , uunu21uvnu251. ~8!

Here jn5en2eF is the energy difference from the ‘‘mean’’ Fermi level, defined aseF

5(m11m2)/2, wherem6 are the Fermi levels of the two species; the Cooper parti
have the dispersion relationvns52msdeF1Ajn

21uDu2 with m656 1
2, anddeF5m1

2m2 is the difference between the Fermi levels of the species.

For the fermionic output coupler we distinguish two different cases, one in with
chemical potentials two species are equal to each other (m15m2[m), and one in which
they are unequal (m1Þm2). Here we consider only the case of equal chemical po
tials, which gives the highest critical BCS temperature.4

We now proceed with the Hamiltonian~5! to calculate the output intensity or curre
of the fermionic beam, i.e., the mean value of the derivative of the number of ferm
coupled out,̂ Ṅo&, whereNo[(kbk

†bk . One can carry out the standard procedure14,15 to
calculate this quantity and will arrive at the formula
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^Ṅo&}(
nk

uTnku2$un
2@NF~Ens!2NF~Ek!#d~Ens2Ek2dE!

1vn
2@NF~2Ens!2NF~Ek!#d~Ens1Ek1dE!%, ~9!

where NF(Ek)5@exp(bEk)11#21 is the Fermi distribution for noninteracting particle
with energy spectrumEk and inverse temperatureb51/kBT. Heren runs over the trap
level states, with the dispersion relationEns5Ajn

21uDu2 (deF50), andk runs over the
output free particle dispersionEk5(\k)2/(2M ) ~we assume the potentialsV1(x) and
V2(x) to be space-independent, so they just shift the chemical potentialsm6). dE is the
difference~‘‘bias’’ ! between the Fermi levels of in-trap and out-of-trap fermions, wh
is proportional to the magnetic field. Note that heredE.0, so that the second term in th
braces vanishes.

Equation~9! can be regarded as the Fermi golden rule applied to the transitions
the trap states to the output, so thatNF(Ens)@12NF(Ek)#2@12NF(Ens)#NF(Ek)
5NF(Ens)2NF(Ek) accounts for the probability of a particle to undergo a transit
from the occupied trap levelEns to the unoccupied output levelEk , and the summation
includes all possible transitions. Equation~9! accounts for transitions of both the particle
and ‘‘antiparticles’’ ~holes! with energies6Ens , respectively. Note thatNF(2Ens)
512NF(Ens).

Let us first consider the zero-temperature case. In this case the Fermi distrib
NF(E) becomes a step function, being equal to unity below the Fermi level and to
above that level. The case with equal chemical potentials is very similar to
superconductor–normal-metal electron tunneling process.15–17For that case Eq.~9! sim-
plifies to become

^Ṅo&}A~dE!22uDu2•u~dE2uDu!. ~10!

Hereu(dE2uDu) is the Heaviside step function.

There is a threshold here, corresponding to the gap valuedE5uDu. It can be ex-
plained as the value of the energy difference equal to the ‘‘bound energy’’ of the fe
onic pair: to effect the output coupling, one of the paired particles must acquire suffi
energy that the partner particle can surmount the gap. The value of the gap for the tr
fermions is of the order of the BCS transition temperatureTc , which is about 30 nK.4

The value ofdE, which is the difference between the two Fermi levels, can in princ
be adjusted to the value of the gap, but this requires the two species to be trapped
extremely weak magnetic field. A lower limit on the magnetic field has been estimat
be B@ahf /me.0.011 T~Ref. 4!, whereahf is the hyperfine constant andme is the elec-
tron magneton. On the other hand, the energy difference that can be achieved is
dE;1025– 1024 K. So the possibility of observing the threshold is questionable, bu
does exist in principle. Once a higher transition temperature is achieved, the devic
possess a threshold.

In the case of finite temperatures Eq.~9! gives a smooth dependence of the outp
current on the applied field~see Fig. 1!. There is no threshold here, since the curre
grows smoothly as the field increases. The reason is that for finite temperatures
always exist particles at the excited levels, so that unpaired fermions at the Fermi
can be coupled out for any value of the bias. This case is reminiscent of cavity-
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lasers with spontaneous photons being emitted into a cavity mode.11 Thus the thermal
fluctuations at finite temperatures, which create particles at the upper levels in the tr
Fermi gas, play the same role as spontaneous-emission-induced noise in the c
cavity-QED lasers, resulting in thresholdless lasing.

This treatment can be extended to the case in which both traps contain fermio
BCS states, which would be an analog of superconductor–superconductor el
tunneling,15–17 or to the case of traps containing noninteracting Fermi gases wit
pairing, which is the normal-metal–normal-metal tunneling case. Imagine also a ca
two traps when one of the traps contains Cooper pairs and the other contains two s
of interacting fermions. The process of particle exchange between the traps wou
similar to a model describing an Anderson impurity embedded in a supercondu
which has recently been solved exactly for the zero-temperature case.18 All these pro-
cesses can serve as tests of fundamental quantum physical phenomena. Actually
exists an interesting possibility of obtaining Schro¨dinger-cat states for the case of tw
trapped BCS Fermi gases, in direct analogy with the Josephson junction case propo
Ref. 19.

In conclusion, we have considered the output coupling of trapped fermionic p
For the zero-temperature case we have found a threshold, a critical value of the tra
magnetic field above which the output current of fermions begins to grow. At fi
temperatures the output beam grows smoothly without a threshold transition. Both th
old and thresholdless behaviors are reminiscent of optical lasers: conventional lase
cavity-QED lasers or microlasers, and we have therefore named the device the ferm
atom laser.
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FIG. 1. Fermionic atom laser’s output^Ṅo& ~arbitrary units! as a function of the biasdE ~scaled in units of the
gapD) at temperaturesT/Tc50.5 ~solid curve! andT/Tc50.25 ~dashed curve! for the case of equal chemica
potentials of the trapped species,m15m2 : the mass of the6Li atom is M510226 kg, the Fermi momentum
kF50.423106 m21, the trap sizeL515mm, and the gapD50.9310230 J.
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Collective braking mechanism in plasma and the
momentum-transfer distribution function

S. N. Gordienko
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It is shown that the lower limit in the Coulomb logarithm is determined
by the collective behavior of the plasma and not binary collisions with
small impact parameters. For this reason, the assumption that the ‘‘larg-
est’’ momentum transfer is determined by binary collisions results in a
factor of two overestimation of the numerical coefficient in the second
moment of the momentum transfer, i.e., the multiparticle nature of the
lower limit in the Coulomb logarithm affects not only the logarithm
itself but also the numerical coefficient multiplying it. Correctly taking
into account fluctuational electric fields with scales less than or of the
order of the Debye radius~multiple nature of collisions in plasma!
substantially changes the physics of Coulomb collisions and results in
the appearance of a new characteristic scale in plasma theory,
(r Dr min)

1/2, which has no analog in kinetic problems with a non-
Coulomb interaction potential. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00413-2#

PACS numbers: 52.20.Hv, 52.20.Fs

There is an enormous literature on the problem of momentum and energy losse
to Coulomb collisions of a charged particle moving in plasma~see, for example, Refs. 1
and 2!. At the same time, taking the multiplicity of the scattering into account revea
number of new fundamental features in the process of momentum transfer to a p
particle. It turns out that if the multiplicity of the interaction in plasma is neglected, t
it is impossible not only to establish correctly the value of the argument of the Cou
logarithm but also to calculate correctly the numerical factor in front of the logarith

1. Let us consider the statistical properties of the momentum increment impart
a particle with chargeZ0 and velocity v in a plasma over a time intervalt by its
interaction with other plasma particles. The formulation of the problem will be simila
that in Ref. 3. We shall study time intervalst in which the change in the velocity of th
test particle itself and of the plasma particles can be assumed to be small, i.e., the m
of the particles can be assumed to be uniform and rectilinear in these time inte
According to Newton’s second law, the increment to the momentum of a test pa
over timet is
170021-3640/99/70(1)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Dpt5Z0eE
t

t1t

E~ t8! dt8, ~1!

whereE(t8) is the electric field produced by plasma particles at the location of the
particle at timet8. Since we are confining ourselves only to time intervals in which
motion of the particles can be assumed to be uniform and rectilinear,

E~ t8!52( e
r1v~ t82t !2r i2vi~ t82t !

ur1v~ t82t !2r i2vi~ t82t !u3

1( Ze
r1v~ t82t !2Ri2V i~ t82t !

ur1v~ t82t !2Ri2V i~ t82t !u3
, ~2!

where the summation in the first sum extends over all plasma electrons and the su
tion in the second sum extends over all plasma ions;r, r i andv, vi are, respectively, the
coordinates and velocity of the test particle and theith electron at timet, andRi andV i

are the coordinates and velocity of theith ion at timet.

The generating function~Fourier transform of the distribution function! correspond-
ing to the random quantityDpt can be written, by definition, as

p~u!5^exp~ i ~u,Dpt!!&, ~3!

where the brackets denote an ensemble average, and (a,b) and@a,b# will denote, respec-
tively, the scalar and vector products of the vectorsa andb.

2. Assuming the plasma to be in thermal equilibrium and neglecting interpar
correlations, i.e., taking into account only terms of zeroth order in the parametere2n1/3/T
in the statistical weight, we rewrite expression~3! as

p~u!5S 1

VD NeE K expF i S u,E
0

t

( Z0e2
~v2vi !t82r i

u~v2vi !t82r i u3
dt8D G L

m

)
i 51

Ne

dr i

3S 1

VD NiE K expF2 i S u,E
0

t

( ZZ0e2
~v2vi !t82Ri

u~v2vi !t82Ri u3
dt8D G L

m

)
i 51

Ni

dRi , ~4!

where the indexm denotes averaging over a Maxwellian distribution,V is the volume of
the plasma, andNe andNi are, respectively, the number of electrons and ions.

To calculate the generating function explicitly we introduce

Ue5E F K expS i S u,E
t

t1t

Z0e2
r1v~ t82t !2vi~ t82t !

ur1v~ t82t !2vi~ t82t !u3
dt8D D L

m

21G dr , ~5!

Ui5E F K expS 2 i S u,E
t

t1t

Z0Ze2
r1v~ t82t !2V i~ t82t !

ur1v~ t82t !2V i~ t82t !u3
dt8D D L

m

21G dr ,

~6!

where the Maxwellian average in Eq.~5! extends over the velocitiesvi of the plasma
electrons and in Eq.~6! over the ion velocitiesV i .
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Simple calculations give the following expression for the generating function
interest to us:

p~u!5exp~nUe!exp~nUi /Z!, ~7!

3. We shall now examine the generating function~7!. We shall be interested in th
braking of a test particle moving with velocityv. We shall study the distribution function
f (Dpt) of the random quantityDpt at timest for which

Be5n~v* t!3@1 and Bi5n~V* t!3@Z,

wherev* 5max(v,vT) and V* 5max(v,VT). Changing to the variablesr 85r /v* t, it is
easy to show that the quantitiesBe andBi are large parameters in the theory that we sh
use to construct the asymptotic expansion of the distribution function. Since the rea
of the exponents in Eqs.~7! are nonpositive, and the parametersBe andBi are large, the
neighborhood of a point inu space where the real parts of the exponents in Eq.~7! are
maximum will make the main contribution to the distribution function

f ~Dpt!5E exp@2 i ~u,Dpt!#p~u!
du

~2p!3
. ~8!

Compared with the indicated neighborhood, the contribution of the rest ofu space to the
distribution function is exponentially small because of the large values of the param
Bi andBe . It is easy to see that the real part of the exponent in Eq.~7! is not positive, and
to find the distribution function it is necessary to study the functionsUe andUi near the
point u50. After the calculations we find, to terms of lowest order in the large quan
ln(1/uuu),

Ue5K 2
2pZ0

2e4t

uxu3
~u,x!22

pZ0
2e4t

uxu3
@u,x#2lnS uxu6t2

e4Z0
2@u,x#2D L

m

, ~9!

Ui5K 2
2pZ0

2Z2e4t

uXu3
~u,X!22

pZ0
2Z2e4t

uXu3
@u,X#2lnS uXu6t2

Z2Z0
2e4@u,X#2D L

m

, ~10!

wherex5v2vi andX5v2V i . The averaging, denoted by the brackets, with respec
a Maxwellian velocity distribution affects onlyx and X and has no effect on the func
tional dependence onu of interest to us. The indicated averaging can be perform
explicitly and will lead to the appearance of an error function in expressions~9! and~10!.

4. We note that since the functionsUe and Ui possess only a finite number o
smooth derivatives because of the logarithmic singularity atu50, the distribution func-
tion for large momentum transfers decreases no more rapidly than as a power law
this reason, the moments of the momentum transfer should diverge starting at
particular moment. We shall show below that the divergence occurs already at the s
moment.

The moments diverge because rectilinear particle trajectories were assumed
calculation of the momentum transfer. For this reason, a large momentum transfer
physically meaningless occurs if particles pass close to one another. We note tha
unphysical momentum transfers can be avoided by calculating the distribution fun
using Eqs.~9! and ~10! in the limit of an infinitely large Coulomb logarithmL. Let us
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illustrate this for the example of an electron moving with thermal velocity in plasma
this case, there are of the order ofr min

2 lstn;1/L particles on the mean free pathlst at
distancer min5e2/T from an electron, i.e., an additional smallness 1/L is associated with
the unphysical momentum transfers. Therefore, to avoid these fictitious momentum
fers, only the leading term in 1/L should be retained in the calculation~for L51` there
is simply not enough time for impact parameters responsible for the unphysical mo
tum transfers to play a role, since no particles lie at a distance less thanr min from the test
particle during the free-flight time!. It can be shown that for this it is sufficient to use
expression~7! instead ofUe andUi the expressions

Ue* 5K 2
2pZ0

2e4t

uxu3
~u,x!22

pZ0
2e4t

uxu3
@u,x#2lnS uxu4t2

e4Z0
2

jeD L
m

, ~11!

Ui* 5K 2
2pZ0

2Z2e4t

uXu3
~u,X!22

pZ0
2Z2e4t

uXu3
@u,X#2lnS uXu4t2

Z2Z0
2e4

j i D L
m

, ~12!

where je5min@Ae, Ae
2/(Dpt)

2], j i5min@Ai , Ai
2/(Dpt)

2], Ae5pZe
2e4t/uxu, and Ai

5pZ0
2Z2e4t/uXu.

5. The nearly Gaussian structure of the distribution function~a Gaussian function
with a deformed ‘‘tail’’! following from Eqs.~11! and ~12! permits reducing the calcu
lation of the second moment of the momentum transfer to the calculation of the tra
the corresponding matrix and to write

^~Dpt!
2&54npZ0

2e4t K 1

uxu L
m

ln~n~v* t!3!14npZZ0
2e4t K 1

uXu L
m

ln~n~V* t!3/Z!.

~13!

To understand the qualitatively new physical content of expression~13!, let us shall
calculate the second moment under the assumption that the momentum transfer p
ing the curvature of the trajectory is due to binary collisions with small impact par
eters. The second moment is calculated in Ref. 3 on the basis of this plausible as
tion. To calculate the second moment it is necessary to calculate the second derivat
the generating function atu50, i.e.,

^~Dpt!
2&5

]2p~u!

]u]u U
u50

. ~14!

Substituting expression~7! into Eq. ~14! we find

^~Dpt!
2&58pZ0

2e4ntK 1

uxu E1

1` dm

m221
L

m

18pZ0
2Ze4ntK 1

uXu E1

1` dm

m221
L

m

. ~15!

The integrals in Eq.~15!, which arise after integrating overt8, can be calculated in
elliptical coordinates with centersa andb at the points (0,0,0) and (0,0,2uxut) for the
first term and, correspondingly, at (0,0,0) and (0,0,2uXut) for the second term in Eq
~15!, where m5(r a1r b)/2, n5(r a2r b)/2, and the anglef is the angle of rotation
around thez axis. The integrations over the anglef and overn are elementary, and th
remaining integrals overm are indicated in Eq.~15!. The integrals in Eq.~15! diverge
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logarithmically atm51. On the assumption that maximum momentum transfer occu
binary collisions with small impact parameters, expression~15! must be integrated not up
to m51, but rather m1511(r min

(e) /uxut)2 and m2511(r min
( i ) /uXut)2, where r min

(e)

5Z0e2/min@Mv*2,mev*2# and r min
( i ) 5Z0Ze2/min@MV*2,miV*2#, must be taken as the

lower limits in the first and second terms in Eq.~15!, respectively, since the curvatures
the trajectories of the colliding particles become substantial precisely at such im
parameters. After the indicated change is made in the lower limits, we find to logarit
accuracy

^~Dpt!
2&P58pZ0

2e4nt K 1

uxu L
m

lnS v* t

r min
(e) D 18pZZ0

2e4nK 1

uXu L
m

lnS V* t

r min
( i ) D , ~16!

where the subscriptP signifies that the quantity so labeled is calculated in the bin
~pair! collision approximation.

The assumption of momentum transfer resulting in a large curvature of the traje
due to a head-on binary collision of particles alters the structure of the Coulomb
rithm and the factor in front of the logarithm as compared with the correct value~it leads
to a factor of 2 error fort;1/vpe according to Eqs.~13! and ~16!!. Therefore before a
binary collision with a large momentum transfer occurs the trajectory is curved ap
ciably because of the interaction of a particle with the collective electric fields prese
the plasma. Thus, we have shown that scattering by collective plasma fields an
binary collisions determines not only the upper limit but also the lower limit in
Coulomb logarithm.

6. We shall now present the computational results for the second moment
allowance for the permittivity of the plasma~Debye screening!. In this case, for
tmax@v* ,V* #<rD expressions~13! and ~16! remain in force, while fort min@v* ,V* #
>rD

^~Dpt!
2&54npZ0

2e4t K 1

uxu L
m

ln~nrD
3 !14npZZ0

2e4t K 1

uXu L
m

ln~nrD
3 /Z!, ~17!

and, correspondingly,

^~Dpt!
2&P58pZ0

2e4nt K 1

uxu L
m

lnS r D

r min
(e) D 18pZZ0

2e4nK 1

uXu L
m

lnS r D

r min
( i ) D , ~18!

wherer D is the Debye radius. In the case at hand, the expressions in the arguments
logarithms are essentially identical, but the numerical coefficients in front of the l
rithm differ by a factor of 2.

Of course, the correct value of the second moment of the momentum transfe
also be obtained from Eq.~18!, choosing an appropriate distance at which the diverg
integrals are cut off at small scales. Comparing Eqs.~17! and ~18! we find that the
‘‘cutoff’’ in Eq. ~15! must be made atle5A1/nrD andl i5Z1/2le — the distances of
closest approach of electrons and ions to a test particle as it traverses a distance e
the Debye length. We note that the scalele is approximatelyND

1/6 times smaller than the
interparticle distance andND

1/2 times greater thanr min , whereND5nrD
3 is the number of

particles in the Debye sphere.
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7. Expression~18! follows from the binary-collision approximation.2 The binary
approach used to describe the interaction in the derivation of the Boltzmann equ
with a short-range interaction potential presumes that the particles are statistically
pendent and that there exists a time intervalDt during which the test particle undergoe
no more than one collision but which is also long compared with the collision dura
t int . However, in plasmat int depends on the impact parameterr ast int;r /v* and, say,
in the time of one collision withr;r D there occurND

2/3 collisions with impact paramete
less than the interparticle distance. Therefore the conditions of applicability of the bi
collision approximation are not satisfied. In other words, there is enough time fo
momentum of a particle to change strongly because of a large number of collisions
large impact parameters even before collisions with small impact parameters and
momentum transfers start to play a role. This is what gives rise to the new charact
scalele . The physical meaning of this becomes clear if one takes into account tha
interparticle interaction potentialsU(r );1/r k, k.1 the momentum transfer process
are determined by head-on collisions of particles~small impact parameters!, while for
potentialsU(r );1/r k, k,1 the momentum transfer is associated with large distan
and the intermediate situationk51 is a special case.

It is also interesting to note that when the method set forth in the present wo
used to analyze everywhere nonsingular weak interaction potentials with finite rangr 0,
in that case no new scale of the typeA1/nr0 actually arises in the problem, althoug
dimensional considerations do not preclude such a scale. This finding demonstrat
even though a formal interpretation from the ‘‘naive’’ point of view is possible, the n
spatial scale arising in the problem with a Coulomb interaction has a deep dyna
meaning. The new scalele can also be rewritten asle5(r Dr min)

1/2, which, possibly,
better demonstrates its relation with the physics of the Coulomb interaction.

Taking the multiplicity of the scattering in a plasma into account also change
numerical values of the coefficients in other expressions containing the Coulomb
rithm, for example, in the expression for polarization losses in plasma.4 From this stand-
point the problem studied in this letter is only an illustration of the fundamental rol
small-scale fluctuational electric fields. Justification is always required to neglect
fields or to switch to a binary-collision description.1,2

I am deeply grateful to S. I. Anisimov and E´ . I. Yurchenko for a discussion of th
method and the results obtained in this work, to V. D. Shafranov for explaining
significance of the results obtained and for proposing the idea and form of this lette
to V. I. Kogan for pointing out the deep physical meaning of the Coulomb logarithm

1Trubnikov, in Reviews of Plasma Physics, Vol. 1, edited by M. A. Leontovich~Consultants Bureau, New
York, 1963! @Russian original, Gosatomizdat, Moscow, 1961#.

2D. V. Sivukhin, inReviews of Plasma Physics, Vol. 4, edited by M. A. Leontovich~Consultants Bureau, New
York, 1968! @Russian original, Gosatomizdat, Moscow, 1964#.

3V. I. Kogan, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR135, 1374~1960! @Sov. Phys. Dokl.5, 1316~1961!#.
4V. D. Shafranov, inReviews of Plasma Physics, Vol. 3, edited by M. A. Leontovich~Consultants Bureau,
New York, 1967! @Russian original, Gosatomizdat, Moscow, 1963#.
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On the instability of the p -electron subsystem of anions
in the CuO 2 planes in high- Tc superconductors

I. I. Amelin
Mordovia State University, 430000 Saransk, Russia

~Submitted 14 April 1999; resubmitted 20 May 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 1, 24–29~10 July 1999!

Calculations of the electronic structure of a cluster of the crystal
YBa2Cu3O7 are performed in the CNDO approximation. It is estab-
lished that the hybridizedd–p band of the planes consists of an nearly
filled d subband of width 3 eV and an unfilledp subband of width 0.8
eV. The computed band structure agrees satisfactorily with experimen-
tal investigations. It is shown that the Shubin–Vonsovski� inequality
holds in the planes. These conditions are the reason why a charge
density wave forms in thep subsystem. In this approximation the for-
mation energy of local pairs is estimated to bekT* .
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00513-7#

PACS numbers: 74. 72.Bk, 74.25.Jb

In 1934 Shubin and Vonsovski� showed1 that a polar state~termed in the literature a
state with a charge-density wave~CDW!! with order parameterm52 forms in a narrow
half-filled metallic band with one electron per center if

ZV.I , ~1!

whereZ is the number of nearest neighbors,I is the electrostatic interaction energy of tw
collectivized~previously valence! electrons at one lattice site, andV is the same energy
between two collectivized electrons of two neighboring lattice sites. The parameterm is
the difference of the electron density on neighboring centers. The valuem52 corre-
sponds to the formation of local electron pairs in the system. Subsequent investig
have established2 that a state with a CDW in narrow bands is insulating and is cha
terized by a band gapDE5(ZV2I )m. In ordinary metals the condition~1! holds for
intercenter distancesr 0<1 –2 Å. But, as was shown in Ref. 3, for such values ofr 0 the
insulating state does not occur because of the presence of a wide band~high carrier
kinetic energy!. However, the condition~1! will be satisfied for large values ofr 0 ~the
case of narrow bands! because of a decrease in the parameterI. As the band widens, the
parametersm andDE decrease rapidly.3

Cluster calculations of a YBa2Cu3O61d crystal by the CNDO method hav
established4 that in the planes segregated into a separate quantum system thep subsystem
is unstable and a CDW forms in it. In Ref. 4 it was assumed that because of the con
~1! instability arises in the narrowp subband of the planes. In the present work,
230021-3640/99/70(1)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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confirm this conjecture the parametersV are estimated and the electron density of sta
N(E) of planes of a YBa2Cu3O7 crystal cluster is calculated.

Analyzing the results of x-ray emission and x-ray electron spectroscopy as w
band calculations, it is concluded in Ref. 5 that in La1.83Sr0.17CuO4, for which Tc540 K,
the contribution ofd states predominates in the high-energy part of the band nea
Fermi level. Conversely, in YBa2Cu3O7, with Tc592 K, the d states are concentrate
mainly at low low energies and the 2p states predominate near the Fermi level. Ba
calculations show that in YBa2Cu3O7 strong hybridization with the 3d states and splitting
of the density of 2p states into two subbands are observed. This is explained by the
that in this structure each oxygen atom is bonded with two copper atoms.

In Ref. 6 it is noted that the difference of the energies of the electronic states o
Cu12 and O22 ions is very small compared with other pairs M12–O22. For this reason,
when the position of the Oz ion, which in the compound La22xSrxCuO4 lies above the Cu
ion, changes, a substantial flow of charge occurs in the plane between the Cu and O
The results concerning the charge flow have also been confirmed in Refs. 7 and
similar result should also be observed in YBa2Cu3O61d on doping. In addition, doping
with oxygen will give rise in the crystal to a negligible screening of the parameterI Cu. It
has been established that the transition from antiferromagnetic insulator~AFI! to metal
with increasingd is due to the formation of holes on oxygen anions in the planes.9 Using
the photoelectron spectra of thin films of YBa2Cu3O6, it has been established that th
density ofd states of copper is higher and the density ofp states of oxygen is lower nea
the Fermi level than in YBa2Cu3O7 films.10 Therefore the experimental data indicate th
on doping, the oxygen in the planes tends to an unusual degree of oxidation, O21, while
the copper ions tend to the configuration Cu11.

In Ref. 1 the structure of the 3d band of copper in a YBa2Cu3O7 film was deter-
mined at two temperatures~300 and 80 K!. It was found that the 3d band narrows and the
effective hole repulsion potential for copper decreases at low temperature. At 80
density of states has a narrow peak with a width of less than 1 eV and a bump sep
from the narrow peak by 2 eV. Therefore the width of the 3d band of the crystal is
estimated to be of the order of 3 eV. The curve of the density of states in this case is
to the density of states obtained by photoelectron spectroscopy for pure copper, wh
3d band is localized. The presence of band broadening at 300 K attests to a quite
overlap of the Cu–O orbitals, resulting in delocalization of the 3d electrons. In Ref. 11
the observed narrowing of the 3d band with decreasingT is attributed to structura
distortions of the CuO2 planes, where displacements of oxygen atoms occur. Appare
in that case the phenomenon should be observed in all high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs!,
but experimental investigations show that it is observed only in YBa2Cu3O7. From our
point of view,4 the increase in the width of thed–p band of the YBa2Cu3O7 planes from
3 eV ~Ref. 12! to 9 eV ~the computed value of thed–p band of the crystal as a singl
quantum system13! is due to the appearance of a chemical bond between the plane
chains, transfer of electron density from chains to planes, vanishing of the CDW, a
increase of the copper charges (z.1) in the chains. Apparently, this restructuring of th
band explains the broadening of the copper band of the crystal ford51 with increasing
temperature and the sharp decrease ofTc in the superstoichiometric compound wit
d.1. Thus calculations have confirmed13 that for a wided–p band of the crystal, just as
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in ordinary metals, a CDW does not form in thep subsystem of the anions O2k (k
,2).

Calculations of the curvesN(E) for a YBa2Cu3O7 crystal were performed for vari
ous values ofI Cu to obtain the band structure of the planes. In Ref. 11 the effec
repulsive potential of holes in thed band for copper was determined to be 4.5 eV. T
value is close to the well-known value for copper~5 eV!. In our calculations we choseI Cu

in the range 6.39–6.26 eV to obtain the curvesN(E). This value is comparable to th
estimates obtained from calculations by other authors as well as from experimen
vestigations. Fluoroscopic and photoelectron spectroscopy investigations14 give
I Cu'6 –12 eV. Cluster and band calculations give14 I Cu'6 –11 eV. TheN(E) curves for
I Cu56.39, 6.34, and 6.26 eV are presented in Fig. 1. The parameters, obtained
CNDO method, for the planes of a crystal cluster@Cu12O18]

212 are given in Ref. 4.

The theoretical local density of states in the plane of the copper atoms was ob
in Ref. 15 ~see also Ref. 11!. It can be noted that forI Cu56.26 eV the curveN(E) is
close in form to the curves presented in Refs. 11 and 15. In Fig. 1c the left-hand

FIG. 1. Electronic density of statesN(E) for the CuO2 planes of the cluster@Cu12O18]
212: a! I Cu56.39 eV, b!

I Cu56.34 eV, and c! I Cu56.26 eV.
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less than 1 eV wide, corresponds to thed states of the copper ions, and the three peaks
the right-hand side, separated from the left-hand peak by 2 eV, correspond to hybr
d–p states of the O and Cu ions, thep subband, lying near the Fermi level, being sp
into two peaks. It follows from Fig. 1c that thed subband has a width of the order of
eV, and the width of the splitp subband is 0.8 eV. As the parameterI Cu decreases from
6.39 eV to 6.26 eV, thed and p subbands move apart. Therefore our computed b
structure of the planes agrees with the experimental results and the theoretical c
tions performed by other authors.

Comparing the results of Ref. 4 and the shapes of the curves obtained, we can
the following conclusions. In the planes, as the parameterI Cu decreases from 6.39 eV t
6.26 eV, charge flows between the Cu and O atoms, as was also noted in Refs. 5–1
the parameterm increases fromm50.37 to m51.31 with the gapDE of the cluster
decreasing at the same time from 0.35 eV to 0.1 eV. ForI Cu56.39 eV in the planes the
charges of the Cu ions and the average charges of the O anions are11.66 and21.17,
respectively. ForI Cu56.26 eV these charges are11.28 and20.79. The decrease of th
gap with increasingm is due to the motion of freed states to the Fermi level asI Cu

decreases.4 For I Cu,6.26 eV the parameterm increases tom52, the copper charge
decrease, andDE decreases to 0.02 eV.4 Apparently, a transition of thep subsystem to a
state withm;0 andDE;0 is possible at highT.

It follows from cluster calculations4 that for I Cu56.26 eV in the planes there is
very small number of unoccupied 3d states near the Fermi level. From this it follows th
the 3d electrons essentially do not participate in covalent bonds. The distance betwe
O anions in the planes lies in the range 2.69–3.81 Å . In this case thep subband has a
negligible width of the order of 0.8 eV because of the weak overlap of the wave func
of the anions. A CDW does not arise in the 3d subsystem because the appropria
conditions are not present. When a CDW forms, an energy gap forms in thep subband,
but the presence of a very small number of unoccupiedd states near the Fermi level give
a metallic state of thed–p band in the planes.4

The reason why a CDW forms in the 0.8 eV widep subband is that the condition~1!
is satisfied. One reason that this is so is that the quantityI O decreases upon the transitio
from O to O2k. It follows from atomic calculations that for the O atom the Coulom
interaction energy of twop electrons isI O520.873 eV, for the O21 anionI O517.982 eV,
and for the O22 anion I O;13.46 eV. Ohno’s formula,16 which is used in quantum
mechanical CNDO calculations, was used to obtain a rough estimate of the Cou
interaction energyVAB between electrons located on the atoms A and B:

VAB~RAB!514.3986/~RAB
2 1c2!1/2~eV!, ~2!

wherec514.3986/221(IA1IB) andRAB is the internuclear distance between the atom
and B, in Å . In a CuO2 plane the O21 ion has two neighboring Cu ions at distanc
RCu–O51.89 Å , four neighboring O21 anions at distancesRO–O52.69 Å , and two
neighboring O21 anions at distancesRO–O53.81 Å . For the copper ionI Cu was taken to
be 6.26 eV. The calculations give the following estimates for the parameteV:
VCuO(1.89)56.45 eV,VOO(3.81)53.70 eV, andVOO(2.69)55.13 eV. Formula~2! ne-
glects the spatial arrangement of thed andp electron clouds. Taking the spatial distribu
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tion of thep electron density into account should result in a decrease inVOO(2.69). With
allowance for the specific distribution of thep electron density in the CuO2 planes, we
can setVOO(2.69)'VOO(3.81)'3.70 eV.

In Ref. 17 it is shown that the transition from a state withm,2 to a state with
m52 in thep subsystem of the planes can occur with a negligible displacement of th
ions, and this transition is accompanied by a decrease of the gap of the crystal c
This suggests that vibrations of atoms can participate in the formation of electron pa
HTSCs. The negligible difference between the parametersa andb of the unit cell of the
crystal and the low degree of degeneracy of the orbitals of the planes likewise favo
formation of local pairs.

Apparently, the instability of thep subsystem favors the formation of a superco
ducting state with highTc;n and relatively low densityn in the HTSCs. At present
experimental investigations of HTSCs indicate that the carriers are local electron
satisfying Bose–Einstein statistics.18,19 Local-pair formation occurs forT* .Tc and is
accompanied by the appearance of a pseudogap in the electron spectrum. In Ref.
shown that in a planar square lattice withm52 the energyE15ZV2I is identical to the
formation energy of an electron pair. It is well known that in metals the Coulo
potential is described by the screened potentialw5q•exp(2lr)/r. Then the quantitiesI
andV(R) must be multiplied by exp(2lr ). Taking for the densityn;1021 cm23 for the
metallic CuO2 planes in the HTSC, we obtain 1/l;1 Å .21 The diameter of thep shell of
the O21and O22 anions varies in the range 2–2.92 Å . For the screening of the paramet
I 0, an intermediate valueR52.55 Å can be used. In the presence of holes,t,1 in thed
shell andt1,1 in thep shell, we have

E15t1~ t16VOO~3.81!•exp~23.81l!12tVCuO~1.89!•exp~21.89l!!2I 0•exp~22.55l!.
~3!

Apparently, a state of the system withm,2 will also favor pair formation. In this case
the contribution of the electron–electron interaction to the pairing energy can be
mated asE5E1m/2. In all probability, a contribution of the order ofTe f;20 K from the
participation of the electron–phonon interaction in the formation of pairs can be add
this energy.

In a YBa2Cu3O61d crystal,t1 increases andt decreases asd increases. An estimate
of the temperatureT* ;E/k1Te f for t150.83, t50.66, andm50.37 ~Ref. 17! gives
25 K ~the parameters correspond to a cluster withI Cu56.39 eV!,17 and for t150.91,
t50.59, andm50.43 one getsT* '145 K. For I Cu56.34 eV the parameters ar
m50.54, t150.99, and t50.50,17 and the temperatureT* '155 K. For t151.0, t
50.47, andm50.72 one getsT* '35 K. Thus a bell-shaped curveT* (d) corresponding
to the experimental dependenceTc(d) is obtained.
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Experimental solution of the local-field problem
in discotic liquid crystals
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Polarized light-absorption spectra are obtained for single-domain
planar-oriented samples of the discoticDho . Previously predicted spec-
tral effects induced by resonant dipole–dipole interactions of the mol-
ecules are observed. New methods for determining the parameters of
the local field in theDho phase are developed which take into account
the mixing of the molecular excitations. It is shown that the two-
dimensional crystalline ordering of the molecular columns decreases
the anisotropy of the local field for this phase. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00613-1#

PACS numbers: 61.30.Eb, 78.40.Dw

1. Experimental data on the anisotropy of the local electric field in liquid crys
~LCs! with disk-shaped molecules are important for analyzing a variety of ques
which are being actively discussed: the possibility of a ferroelectric state in disc
nematicsND ~Refs. 1 and 2!, the polarity of molecular columns and their antiferroelect
ordering in the discoticsDh(0,d) ~Refs. 3 and 4! the quasi-one-dimensional electric an
photoelectric conductivity of theDh(0,d) phases,5 the qualitative difference of the charac
teristic features in the polarized absorption spectra of calamitic and discoidal LCs,6 and
the effect of two-dimensional crystalline ordering of columns on the anisotropy of
dipole–dipole interaction of the molecules. However, such data have been lacking
far. To determine the local-field parameters in discotics by spectral methods7 these meth-
ods needed to be modified to take into account the mixing of molecular excitations,8 and
single-domain planar-oriented samples needed to be obtained for polarized spec
vestigations. These problems are solved in the present work.

2. The object of investigation was the discotic liquid crystal THE7 with the indica
temperatures (°C! of the phase transitions between crystal, discoticDho , and isotropic
liquid (C–Dho–I ).
290021-3640/99/70(1)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The uniaxial phase ofDho is a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice of molecular colum
which are perpendicular to this lattice and parallel to the directorn.5 The molecular cores
are translationally ordered along the axes of the columns. The orientational order
molecular axesl ~perpendicular to the plane of the core! relative ton is characterized by
the order parameterS5^3cos2uln21&/2.

Single-domain films of the discoticDho with an area of several square centimete
thicknessd510–20 mm, and uniform orientation ofn parallel to the substrates wer
obtained in NaCl, KBr, CaF2, and Ge cells using a modification of the method of Ref.
Polished substrates were cleaned by conventional chemical methods without usin
factants. The initial uniform homeotropic orientation of the LCs with the optic a
normal to the substrates was obtained by capillary filling of the cell in the isotropic p
followed by slow cooling and lowering of the temperature of the LC to the work
range. Next, for a monitored plane-parallel arrangement of the substrates and fixd,
unidirectional stepped displacements of one substrate relative to the other wer
formed in 15-min intervals using a micrometric screw, with visual and spectral mon
ing of the orientation of the sample at the end of each interval. Spectral monit
consisted of measuring the dependenceDe(nk ,l ) of the optical density of the IR absorp
tion bands for the extraordinary light wave, polarized in theNs plane, as a function of the
shift l of the substrate. HereN is the normal to the cell surface and is parallel to t
direction of propagation of the light wave, ands is the direction of the relative displace
ment of the substrates. The dependencesDe(nk ,l ) are presented in Fig. 1 for a number
absorption bands. Saturation of these dependences, which corresponds to a plana
tation of the directorn and the equalityDe(nk ,l c)5D i (nk), is observed forl c'50d. For
orthoscopic observation in crossed prisms, such a sample with an area of several
centimeters is a uniformly colored domain, a fragment of which is displayed in Fig
For an ordinary light wave polarized in a direction normal to the planeNs, the position
and optical densityD'(nk ,l ) of the IR absorption bands do not change in the proces
orienting the LC and are identical to those for the initial homeotropic and final pl
orientations. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. The spectra were obtained on an autom
Specord M82-57 spectrophotometer with multiscanning and subsequent averaging

For d510–20mm the planar orientation of the discotic remains stable for m
hours. Asd decreases or the temperature approaches theDho–I transition temperature
the relaxation time of the planar-oriented sample in an unoriented state decreases r
With increasingd.20 mm, the uniformity of the initial homeotropic sample and of th
planar-oriented sample obtained from it degrades. The results presented below a
temperatureDT5TID2T522.3 K, far from theDho2I transition.

3. The displacement of the maximanm j of the IR absorption bands of the LC
polarized parallel (j 5 i ) and perpendicular (j 5') to the director, relative to their po
sitionsnmi in the isotropic phase is determined by the order parameterSof the molecules,
the anisotropyt5(L i 2L')/3 of the Lorentz tensorL of the LC, and the angleb
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between the transition dipole momentd and the molecular axisI . For all isolated absorp-
tion bands of THE7 the expected inequalitynm'.nmi is satisfied6 irrespective of the
value of b. The bands presented in Fig. 4,nmi

(1)5780, nmi
(2)5811, nmi

(3)5836, nmi
(4)

5869.5, andnmi
(5)5908 cm21, are characterized by different values ofb, where for the

strongest bandsb2.54.7°.b4.b3'0. These inequalities correspond to the rat

FIG. 1. Optical densityDe(n) of the LC THE7 atT570.2° for the extraordinary light wave as a function of th
relative shiftl of the substrates forn5830 and 865 cm21 ~1 and2, KBr cell, d512.4mm! andn51616 cm21

~3, CaF2 cell, d517.6mm!. The curves are interpolations.

FIG. 2. Texture of the planar-oriented discotic THE7 in crossed prisms, indicated by the cross. The
shows the direction of the relative shift of the substratessi n.
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nmi
(n).nm i

(n) for n52 –4 andDn (3).Dn (4), which are expected for a discoidal LC.6 Here
Dn (n)5nmi

(n)2nm i
(n) . The valuesDn (3)56.6 andDn (4)54.2 cm21 demonstrate the firs

reliable observation of the splitting of polarized intrinsic absorption bands of a LC
result of resonant dipole–dipole intermolecular interactions. This splitting is simila
nature to the Davydov splitting of polarized excitonic-absorption bands in molec
crystals.7,10 High values ofSand low values ofb in discoidal LCs is optimal for observ
ing this effect in uniaxial LCs,6 as the present experiment confirms.

FIG. 3. Polarized componentsD j (n) of the absorption band of the LC THE7 withj 5 i ~1!, ' ~2,28! for a
sample with planar~1,2! and homeotropic~2 8! orientation and in the isotropic phase~3, CaF2 cell, d517.6
mm!.

FIG. 4. Polarized componentsD j (n) of the absorption bands of the LC THE7~KBr cell, d512.4 mm!. The
labels are the same as in Fig. 3.
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It is seen in Fig. 3 that another unusual relationnm i 5nm'.nmi , possible in dis-
coidal LCs forb<90° and high values ofS and t,6 is satisfied. The absorption ban
nmi

(6)51613.5 cm21 corresponds to vibrations of the molecular core of THE7 w
b'90° and is optimal for observing this effect; in addition, the inequalityDn (3)

'uDn (6)u agrees with expectations.6

Thus, polarized absorption of a planar-oriented discoticDho demonstrates som
highly characteristic spectral features which qualitatively distinguish uniaxial disco
LCs from uniaxial calamitic LCs~formed by rod-shaped molecules! and are due to the
difference of the local symmetry of these objects.6 The relationsnm'.nmi.nm i and
nm j.nmi observed for the two-dimensional crystalDho correct the widely held belief
that the absorption bands undergo a ‘‘red’’ Lorentz shift when the liquid crystallize

4. The isolated group of bandsn (1)–n (5) noted above and the bandn (6) were used to
determine the componentsL j . The transition from a dilute solution of THE7 in CCl4 to
the isotropic phase of the LC is accompanied by a low-frequency shift of the bandsn (1)–
n (5) and by a change in their relative intensities and half-widths. This attests to
presence of mixing of the corresponding molecular vibrations in the LC as a resu
local-field effects.8 With this mixing taken into account, the componentsL j can be found
from the system of equations8

Tr L51, N2g2~N1g112!53, ~1!

where N15D i /D' and N25D' /Di are the dichroic ratios of the integrated optic
densitiesD j of the entire group of bandsn (1)–n (5),

g15
nbi

nb'
S f b'

f bi
D 2

, g25
r inb'

rnbi
S f bi

f b'
D 2

, ~2!

nb j are the background refractive indices for the group of bands under study,f b j51
1L j (nb j

2 21) are the background components of the local-field tensorf b , andr andr i

are the densities of the liquid-crystal and isotropic phases. The valuesnb i 51.452,
nb'51.527 (DT522.3 K! and nbi51.487 (DT5210 K! were measured in the trans
mission region of the LC,n5190022500 cm21, by an interference method using a G
cell. The ratior/r i51.026 was measured for the same values ofDT. The parameters in
system~1! areL i 50.679,L'50.161,g150.457, andg251.338.

The componentsL j for the bandn (6) were determined by three different method
The first method uses the system of equations~1! with the parametersN1* 5d1N1 and
N2* 5d2N2, where the corrections8

d15
11D i

(7)/D i
(6)

11D'
(7)/D'

(6)
and d25

11D'
(7)/D'

(6)

11Di
(7)/Di

(6)
~3!

take into account the mixing of then (6) band with the intensenmi
(7)51507 cm21 band, for

which b75b6. The valuesd1'1 andd250.8 were obtained for the experimental co
ditions corresponding to Fig. 3. Using these parameters in Eq.~1! gives the following
values: L i 50.642, L'50.179, g150.498, g251.285, and SSb520.447. For b6

590° we obtain henceS50.894 andt05t(S51)50.173.

The local-field parameters presented above are very sensitive to the mixing
bands n (6) and n (7). The approximationd1,251 gives almost isotropic value
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L i 50.391,L'50.305,g150.915, andg250.997 and strongly underestimated valu
S50.809 andt050.035. The latter two values correspond to the inequalitiesnm i

(6)

.nmi
(6).nm'

(6) ~Ref. 6!, which contradict Fig. 3.

The second method of determining the componentsL j uses the equalitynmi
5nm' , which is equivalent to the equation6

N1*
nb' f b'

nbi f bi
5

L'~3nb'
2 11!21

L i~3nbi
2 11!21

~4!

or

nb'
2 f bi~322N2* g2!

nbi
2 f b'N2* g2

5
L'~3nb'

2 11!21

L i~3nbi
2 11!21

, ~5!

since equating the left-hand sides of Eqs.~4! and ~5! gives the second of Eqs.~1!. The
condition Tr L51, taken together with Eq.~4!, gives L i 50.645, L'50.177,
g150.495,g251.290,SSb5(N1* g121)/(N1* g112)520.447, andt050.175. Replac-
ing Eq. ~4! with Eq. ~5! gives close values:L i 50.640, L'50.180, g150.501, g2

51.282, SSb512N2* g2520.444, andt050.173. In the approximationN2* 5N2 the
system of equations comprising the relation TrL51 and Eq.~5! has no physical roots
L j , which likewise signifies the need to take into account the mixing of the bandsn (6)

andn (7).

The third method of determining the componentsL j is to use the second equatio
from Eqs.~1! and Eq.~4! or ~5!, which makes it possible to avoid thea priori assumption
that Tr L51. The results areL i 50.663, L'50.179, TrL51.021, g150.485,
g251.285,S50.894, andt050.180. Thus one finds that the condition TrL51 holds
within the limits of experimental accuracy; this has been a matter of dispute in
molecular-statistical theory.7

5. The results presented above, which were obtained on planar-oriented samp
cells consisting of different materials and by different methods and for different grou
bands give nearly the same values:L i 50.6660.02, L'50.1760.01, g150.4860.02,
andg251.3160.03. The quantityS50.89060.004 agrees with the NMR dataS50.88
60.92~Refs. 5 and 11! for the homolog THE6 for the same value ofDT. The ratio of the
componentsf b i 51.73 andf b'51.23 of the local-field tensor corresponds to a high
electric conductivity of the discoticDho along the columns5 and is opposite to the ratio o
these components in uniaxial calamitic LCs.7 The experimental valuet050.1860.01 is
greater than the estimated values of this parameter1 which admit the possibility of a pola
phase of the discoidal nematic, and it lowers the corresponding minimum required
of the constant molecular dipole moment along theI axis. However, the value oft0

obtained is less than the theoretical valuet0* 50.227 calculated for THE7 using Eq.~4! of
Ref. 12, with allowance for the orientational ordering of the molecules and the ex
mental values13 of the column diameter 2at521.94 Å and the intermolecular distance
the column 2al53.59 Å . Since the value oft0* neglects the translational ordering of th
molecules in the columns and the two-dimensional ordering of the columns thems
the relationt0* .t0 indicates that the anisotropy of the tensorL is lower in theDho phase
on account of the difference of the discotic and nematic ordering of the molecules
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The method proposed here for obtaining and monitoring planar-oriented samp
a discotic LCs greatly expands the possibilities of investigating the structure and pr
ties of these objects by polarized absorption spectroscopy, Raman scattering, and
nescence methods.
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Piezomagnetism and stress-induced paramagnetic
Meissner effect in mechanically loaded high- Tc granular
superconductors

S. A. Sergeenkov
Theoretische Physik, ETH–Hönggerberg, 8093 Zu¨rich, Switzerland; Bogoliubov
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
141980 Dubna, Russia

~Submitted 24 May 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 1, 36–41~10 July 1999!

Two novel phenomena in a weakly coupled granular superconductor
under an applied stress are predicted on the basis of a recently sug-
gested piezophase effect~a macroscopic quantum analog of the piezo-
electric effect!. Namely, the existence of a stress-induced paramagnetic
moment in zero applied magnetic field~piezomagnetism! is considered,
and its influence on the low-field magnetization~leading to a mechani-
cally induced paramagnetic Meissner effect! is investigated. The con-
ditions under which these effects can be experimentally measured in
high-Tc granular superconductors are discussed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00713-6#

PACS numbers: 74.80.Bj, 74.72.2h, 74.25.Ha

Despite the fact that granular superconductors have been actively studied fo
cades, they continue to contribute to the variety of intriguing and peculiar pheno
~both of fundamental interest and important for potential applications!, while at the same
time providing a useful tool for testing new theoretical ideas.1 To give just a few recent
examples, it is sufficient to mention paramagnetic Meissner effect~PME!,2,3 which origi-
nates from cooperative behavior of weak-link-mediated orbital moments in higTc

granular superconductors~HTGS!. Among others are the recently introduce
thermophase4,5 and piezophase6 effects, suggesting, respectively, a direct influence o
thermal gradient and an applied stress on the phase difference between adjacent
Besides, two dual effects in HTGS, the formation of magnetic-field-induced elect
polarization~magnetoelectric effect!7 and the existence of electric-field-induced magn
tization ~inverse magnetoelectric effect!8 have been predicted.

In this letter we discuss the possibility of two other interesting effects which
expected to occur in a granular material under mechanical loading. Specifically
predict the existence of a stress-induced paramagnetic moment in zero applied ma
field ~piezomagnetism! and its influence on the low-field magnetization~leading to a
mechanically induced PME!.

The possibility of observing tangible piezoeffects in mechanically loaded gr
boundary Josephson junctions~GBJJs! is based on the fact that under plastic deformati
360021-3640/99/70(1)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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grain boundaries~GBs! ~which are the natural sources of weak links in HTGS!, move
rather rapidly via the movement of the grain boundary dislocations~GBDs! comprising
these GBs.9–11 Using the above evidence, Ref. 6 considered thepiezophaseresponse to
an applied stress of a single GBJJ~created by the GBD strain fielded , acting as an
insulating barrier of thicknessl and heightU in a SIS-type junction with the Josephso
energyJ}e2 lAU!. To understand how piezoeffects manifest themselves through GB
let us invoke an analogy with the so-calledthermophase effect4,5 ~a quantum mechanica
alternative for the conventional thermoelectric effect! in JJs. In essence, the thermopha
effect assumes a direct coupling between an applied temperature dropDT and the result-
ing phase differenceDf across a JJ. When a rather small temperature gradient is ap
to a JJ, an entropy-carrying normal currentI n5LnDT ~whereLn is the thermoelectric
coefficient! is generated through the junction. To satisfy the constraint dictated by
Meissner effect, the resulting supercurrentI s5I csin@Df# ~with I c52eJ/h being the Jo-
sephson critical current! develops a phase difference across a weak link. The no
current is locally canceled by a counterflow of supercurrent, so that the total cu
through the junctionI 5I n1I s50. As a result, supercurrentI csin@Df#52In52LnDT
generates a nonzero phase difference leading to the linear thermophase effec4,5 Df
.2LtpDT with Ltp5Ln /I c(T).

By analogy, we can introduce apiezophase effect~as a quantum alternative for th
conventional piezoelectric effect! across a JJ.6 Indeed, the linear conventional piezoele
tric effect relates the induced polarizationPn to an applied straine asPn5dne, wheredn

is the piezoelectric coefficient.12 The corresponding normal piezocurrent density isj n

5dPn /dt5dnė, where ė(s) is the rate of plastic deformation, which depends on
number of GBDs of densityr and a mean dislocation velocityvd as follows:13 ė(s)
5brvd(s) ~whereb is the absolute value of the appropriate Burgers vector!. In turn,
vd(s).v0(s/sm). To meet the requirements imposed by the Meissner effect, in
sponse to the induced normal piezocurrent, a corresponding Josephson supercu
density j s5dPs /dt5 j csin@Df# should emerge within the contact. HerePs522enb is
the induced polarization of the Cooper pair, wheren is the pair number density andj c

52ebJ/\V is the critical current density. The neutrality conditions (j n1 j s50 andPn

1Ps5const! will then lead to a linear piezophase effectDf.2dppė(s) ~with dpp

5dn / j c being the piezophase coefficient! and a concomitant change of the pair numb
density under an applied strain, viz.,Dn(e)5dpne, with dpn5dn/2eb.

Given the markedly different mechanisms and scales of stress-induced chan
defect-free thin films14 and weak-link-ridden ceramics,15 it should be possible to registe
experimentally the piezophase effects suggested here~see below!.

To describe adequately the magnetic properties of a granular superconducto
employ a model of arandom three-dimensional~3D! overdamped~JJ! array, which is
based on the well-known tunneling Hamiltonian16,17

H5(
i j

N

J~r i j !@12cosf i j #, ~1!

where$ i %5r i is a 3D lattice vector,N is the number of grains~or weak links!, J(r i j ) is
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the Josephson coupling energy, withr i j 5r i2r j the separation between the grains; t
gauge-invariant phase difference is defined asf i j 5f i j

0 2Ai j , wheref i j
0 5f i2f j , with

f i being the phase of the superconducting order parameter, and

Ai j 5
2p

F0
E

i

j

A~r !•dl

being the frustration parameter, withA(r ) the electromagnetic vector potential, whic
involves both external fields and possible self-field effects~see below!.

In the present paper, we consider a long-range interaction between grains5,7,8,16,17

~with J(r i j )5J) and model the true short-range behavior of a HTGS sample throug
randomness in the position of the superconducting grains in the array~see below!.

According to the above-discussed scenario, under mechanical loading the sup
ducting phase difference will acquire an additional contributiondf i j (s)52Bs•r i j ,
where B5dnė0 /smj cb, with ė05brv0 being the maximum deformation rate and t
other parameters as defined earlier. If, in addition to the external loading, the netwo
superconducting grains is under the influence of an applied frustrating magnetic fieH,
the total phase difference across the contact reads

f i j ~H,s!5f i j
0 1

p

F0
~r i j `Ri j !•H2Bs•r i j , ~2!

whereRi j 5(r i1r j )/2.

To be able to neglect the influence of the self-field effects7,8,17in a real material, the
corresponding Josephson penetration lengthlJ must be much larger than the junction~or
grain! size. Specifically, this condition will be satisfied for short junctions with the s
d!lJ , wherelJ5AF0/4pm0 j clL, with lL being the grain London penetration dep
and j c its Josephson critical current density. In particular, sincelL.150 nm in HTGS,
the above criterion will be well met ford.1 mm and j c.104A/m2, which are typical
parameters for HTGS ceramics.1 Likewise, to ensure the uniformity of the applied stre
s, we also assume thatd!ls , wherels is a characteristic length over whichs is kept
homogeneous.

When the Josephson supercurrentI i j
s 5I csinfij circulates around a set of grains,

induces a random magnetic momentms of the Josephson network16

ms[2
]H

]H
5(

i j
I i j

s ~r i j `Ri j !, ~3!

which results in a stress-induced net magnetization

M s~H,s![
1

V
^ms&5E

0

`

dr i j dRi j f ~r i j ,Ri j !ms , ~4!

whereV is the volume of the sample andf is the joint probability distribution function
~see below!. To capture the essence of the superconducting piezomagnetic effect, in
follows we assume for simplicity that anunloaded sampledoes not possess any spont
neous magnetization at zero magnetic field~that is Ms(0,0)50) and that its Meissne
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response to a small applied fieldH is purely diamagnetic~that is Ms(H,0).2H). Ac-
cording to Eq.~2!, this condition impliesf i j

0 52pm for the initial phase difference, with
m50,61,62,...

In order to obtain an explicit expression for the piezomagnetization, we consi
site positional disorder that allows for small random radial displacements. Namely
sites in a 3D cubic lattice are assumed to move from their equilibrium positions acco
to the normalized distribution functionf (r i j Ri j )[ f r(r i j ) f R(Ri j ). For simplicity we as-
sume an exponential distribution law for the distance between grains,f r(r )
5 f (x) f (y) f (z) with f (xj )5(1/d)e2xj /d ~which reflects the short-range character of t
Josephson coupling in granular superconductors!5 and some short-range distribution fo
the dependence of the center-of-mass probabilityf R(R) ~around some constant valueD).

Taking the applied stress to be along thex axis,s5(s,0,0), normal to the applied
magnetic fieldH5(0,0,H), we get finally

Ms~H,s!52M0~s!
H tot~H,s!/H0

@11H tot
2 ~H,s!/H0

2#2
, ~5!

for the induced transverse magnetization~along the z axis!, where H tot(H,s)5H
2H* (s) is the total magnetic field, withH* (s)5@s/s0(s)#H0 being the stress-
induced contribution. Here,M0(s)5I c(s)SN/V, whereS5pdD is the projected area
around the Josephson contact,H05F0 /S, and s0(s)5sm@ j c(s)/ j d#(b/d), with j d

5dnė0 and ė05brv0 being the maximum values of the dislocation current density
the plastic deformation rate, respectively. According to the recent experiments15 the
tunneling-dominated critical currentI c ~and its densityj c) in HTGS ceramics was found
to increase exponentially under compressive stress, viz.,I c(s)5I c(0)ebs, with
b.1/sm . Specifically, the critical current ats59 kbar was found to be three time
higher than its value ats51.5 kbar, clearly indicating a weak-link-mediated origin of t
phenomenon~in the best defect-free thin films this ratio is controlled by the stre
induced modifications of the carrier number density and practically never exceeds
percent!.14 Strictly speaking, the critical current will also change~decrease! with applied
magnetic field. However, for the fields under discussion~see below! this effect can be
neglected to a first approximation. In view of Eq.~5!, the dependence ofI c on s will lead
to rather strong piezomagnetic effects. Indeed, Fig. 1 shows the changes of the
stress-free diamagnetic magnetizationMs /Mc ~solid line! under an applied stresss/sc .
HereMc[M0(0) andsc[s0(0) ~see below for estimates!. As we see, even relatively
small values of an applied stress render the low-field Meissner phase strongly par
netic ~dotted and dashed lines!, simultaneously increasing the maximum of the magn
zation and shifting it towards higher magnetic fields. According to Eq.~5!, the initially
diamagnetic Meissner effect turns paramagnetic as soon as the piezomagnetic co
tion H* (s) exceeds the applied magnetic fieldH. To see whether this can actual
happen in a real material, let us estimate a magnitude of the piezomagnetic fieldH* .
Typically2,3,18 for HTGS ceramics one hasS'10 mm2, leading toH0.1G. To estimate
the needed value of the dislocation current densityj d , we turn to the available experi
mental data. According to Ref. 10, a rather strong polarization under compressive
sure s/sm.0.1 was observed in YBCO ceramic samples atT577 K yielding
dn5102 C/m2 for the piezoelectric coefficient. Usually6,9,11 for GBJJs one has
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ė0.1022 s21 andb.10 nm, leading toj d5dnė0.1 A/m2 for the maximum dislocation
current density. Using the typical values of the critical current densityj c(s)5104 A/m2

~found Ref. 15 fors/sm.0.1) and grain sized.1 mm, we arrive at the following
estimate of the piezomagnetic field:H* .1022H0. Thus the predicted stress-induce
paramagnetic Meissner effect should be observable for applied magnetic fielH
.1022H0.0.01 G, which correspond to the region where the original PME was
registered.2,3

In turn, the piezoelectric coefficientdn is related to a chargeQ in the GBJJ asdn

5(Q/S)(d/b)2 ~Ref. 18!. Given the above-obtained estimates, we getQ.10213C for
the effective charge accumulated by the GBs. Notice that the above values of the a
stresss and the resulting effective chargeQ correspond~via the so-called electroplasti
effect!18 to an equivalent applied electric fieldE5b2s/Q.107V/m at which rather pro-
nounced electric-field-induced effects in HTGS have recently been observed.1,8

Besides, according to Ref.15 the Josephson projected areaSdecreases slightly unde
pressure, thus leading to some increase of the characteristic fieldH05F0 /S. In view of
Eq. ~5!, it means that a smaller compressive stress is needed to actually reverse th
of the induced magnetizationMs . Furthermore, if an unloaded granular superconduc
already exhibits the PME, due to the orbital-current-induced spontaneous magneti
resulting from an initial phase differencef i j

0 52pr in Eq. ~2! with fractional r ~in par-
ticular, r 51/2 corresponds to the so-called2,3 p-type state!, then according to our
scenario this effect will either be further enhanced by applying a compression~with s
.0) or will disappear under a strong enough extension~with s,0). Though the par-

FIG. 1. The reduced magnetizationMs /Mc as a function of the reduced applied magnetic fieldH/H0, accord-
ing to Eq.~5! for different values of reduced applied stress:s/sc50 ~solid line!, s/sc50.01~dotted line!, and
s/sc50.05 ~dashed line! .
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ticular form of Ms(H,s) obtained in this paper may change slightly~due mainly to
effects neglected here, viz., the field dependence of the critical current and sel
effects!, the above-estimated range of accessible parameters still suggests quite a
mistic possibility of observing the predicted effects experimentally in HTGS ceram

This work was done during my stay at ETH-Zu¨rich and was funded by the Swis
National Science Foundation. I thank Professor T. M. Rice for hospitality and stimul
discussions on the subject.
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Polarization kinetics of a ferroelectric with complex
modulated structure

V. V. Gladki  and V. A. Kirikov
Institute of Crystallography, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117333 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 27 May 1999!
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Anomalous changes of the spontaneous polarization, the coercive field,
and the spectrum of the distribution of polarization relaxation times in
an electric field are detected in the ferroelectric TMA-ZnCl4 at uniaxial
pressures in the range where a transition arises to a nonuniform state
with several coexisting waves of structural modulation. The anomalies
are observed only in quasistatic and weak static fields and are due to a
pressure-induced decrease of large potential barriers separating differ-
ent metastable states of the structure.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00813-0#

PACS numbers: 77.84.Jd, 77.22.Ej

$N~CH3)4%ZnCl4 ~TMA-ZnCl4) crystals undergo at atmospheric pressure a
quence of structural phase transitionsPmcñ incommensurate phasẽ P21cn
˜P1121 /n˜P121 /c1˜P212121 at 20, 6.6, 3.3,292, and2112 °C, respectively.
Hydrostatic pressurep shifts the temperature of all transitions, and at the critical va
pc51000 bar the single polar phaseP21cn with spontaneous polarizationPs along the
a(X) crystallographic axis vanishes.1 Uniaxial pressuressyy andszz perpendicular to the
polar X axis completely~and reversibly! suppress ferroelectricity at low~compared with
pc) critical valuessc'30 bar, whilesxx has virtually no effect on the temperature of th
phase boundaries.2 The effect is not only sharply anisotropic but it is also strong
nonlinear.3 X-ray investigations have shown that in the process of suppression o
polar phase at uniaxial pressuress.10 bar a complicated nonuniform state in whic
several waves of structural modulation coexist, arises in the crystal.4

In Refs. 2 and 3 the polarization of the crystal was measured in an ac electric
Because of long-lived metastable states of the domain structure there is time for o
portion of the volume of the crystal to participate in the polarization, and the mea
ment data are not the equilibrium values. In the present letter we report the results
investigation of the polarization and its slow evolution in quasistatic and weak s
electric fields for various values of the uniaxial pressuresyy . Such investigations give an
idea of the spectra of the relaxation time distribution in the widest possible rang
uniaxial pressures. The investigations were performed in a pressure range where
with multiwave structural modulation arise.

The electric polarization of the crystal and the relaxation of this polarization w
measured by a compensation electrometric method using an equal-arm bridge. Th
420021-3640/99/70(1)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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age sensitivity was 0.1 mV and the charge sensitivity was 1028 mC. Balancing of the
voltage across the diagonal of the bridge and detection of the polarization were
formed automatically using an electronic arrangement that permits viewing the ele
field and time dependences of the polarization on the monitor screen of a per
computer of the IBM-PC type.5

The crystal samples consisted of rectangular bars, whose edges were paralle
a(X), b(Y), andc(Z) crystallographic axes and were 2, 2.5, and 3.5 mm long, res
tively. The faces of a bar which are perpendicular to the polarX axis were polished and
coated with an electrically conducting silver paste. The sample was placed in a cr
with temperature stabilized to within 0.01 K. A uniaxial pressures was transferred
through a shaft into the cryostat to the sample faces perpendicular to theY axis.

The spontaneous polarization and coercive field were estimated from the diel
hysteresis loops with slow, stepped variation of the field. The recording time for one
was 1.5 h. Recording of the polarization relaxation commenced immediately after a
static electric fieldE515 V/cm, a value chosen to be less than the coercive field,
switched on. All measurements were performed at constant temperatureT55.85 °C in the
existence region of the polar phase, from13 to 17 °C. The relaxation was recorded fo
3 h, which corresponds to the lower limit of the frequency range of the dispersion o
polarizability, 1025 Hz.

The quasistatic dielectric hysteresis loops of the polarizationP versus the electric
field E have a clearly expressed rectangular shape with reliably determined values
spontaneous polarizationPs and coercive fieldEc . The hysteresis loop for pressur
s515 bar and the curves ofPs and Ec versuss are presented in Fig. 1. The valu
Ps59.8 nC/cm2 at s50 is somewhat higher than the value measured in Ref. 2 in
fields. Ass increases in the range of low and high values,Ps decreases monotonicall
but Ec increases. This behavior is, generally speaking, completely understandab
deed, the fieldE decreases the potential barriersU for centers of polarization to the
values6

FIG. 1. Spontaneous polarizationPs ~1! and coercive fieldEc ~2! versus the uniaxial pressures for a TMA-
ZnCl4 crystal.T515.85 °C. Inset: Dielectric hysteresis loop fors510 bar.
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U5U022VaPsE, ~1!

whereU0 are the initial barrier energies~for E50), which in general can also depend o
E ands, andVa is the activation volume. If the dependence ofU0 on E ands is weak,
i.e., it can be assumed thatU05const, then for largeE5Ec , so thatU50 and a rapid
above-barrier polarization process occurs,PsEc5U0/2Va5const, i.e., the lowerPs , the
greaterEc . It is easy to see from Fig. 1 that, indeed, the valuePsEc56.5 ergs/cm3 is the
same fors50 ands520 bar.

Both dependencesPs(s) and Ec(s), however, have anomalies in the ranges*
510–12 bar:Ps has an inflection point, andEc has a minimum. It should be noted th
new waves of modulation of the structure, corresponding to the two phases adjac
the polar phase4 and with amplitudes increasing withs, appear in the crystal in the sam
pressure range. This coincidence is probably not accidental, and the anomalies inPs and
Ec are due to a change in the modulation state of the crystal and the interaction eneU
of the centers of polarization with one another, defects, and the electric field. S
information about this energy can be obtained by analyzing the experimental da
polarization relaxation in weak fields.

Figure 2 shows the measurement results for the slow relaxation of the polariz
P(t) and the dimensionless quantityy(t)5DP/(Ps2P0) with a weak fieldE515 V/cm
switched on and for several values of the pressures. HereDP5Ps2P(t), P(t) is the
measured polarization, andP0 is the initial polarization~at time t50). A phenomeno-
logical analysis of the experimental data was performed just as in Ref. 5, assumin
centers of relaxation to be independent of one another~center nuclei with the direction o
Ps corresponding to the applied field!. In this case

y~ t !5E
0

`

f ~t!exp~2t/t!dt,

where f (t) is the normalized distribution function of the relaxation timet in the crystal,
*0

` f (t)dt51. If the analytical form of the functiony(t) is known, thenf (t) can be
easily found, sincey(t) andt2f (t) are, respectively, the Laplace transform and inve
Laplace transform.5

The experimental curvesy(t) can be described satisfactorily by a power-law fun
tion with two parametersa andn:

y~ t !51/~11t/a!n, ~2!

which, apparently, is a universal empirical temporal law of slow thermally activa
relaxation, which we observed previously in other polydomain ferroelectrics~triglycine
sulfate5 and rubidium tetrachlorozincate!. Its universality is also indicated by the fact th
certain dependences established previously are particular cases of Eq.~2! ~see Ref. 5!. In
Fig. 2 the computed curvesy(t)5DP/Ps are drawn using solid lines, and the dots sho
the experimental data. The relative errordy/y of the fit of the function~2! to the data
does not exceed 0.5%. The errors in determining the parametersa andn are, respectively,
uda/au5(11t/a)udy/yu/n(t/a)52.5% andudn/nu5udy/yu/nln(11t/a)51%.5 The com-
putational results fora andn for various values ofs andE are presented in Table I.

The law ~2! corresponds to the distribution functionf (t) of the form5
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f ~t!5@an/G~n!#~1/t!n11exp~2a/t!, ~3!

whereG(n) is the gamma function. Sometimes it is more convenient to use the dim
sionless functiong(t) 5t• f (t), characterizing the distribution density of lnt, or the
distribution of the potential barriersU for centers, since according to the Arrhenius la
lnt andU are related linearly as ln(t /t0)5U/kT (t0 is the kinetic constant!.5 The func-
tions f (t) andg(t) are bell-shaped with maxima attm5a/(11n) andtm5a/n, respec-
tively.

FIG. 2. Relaxation of the polarizationP(t) ~a! and the spectraf (t) of the distribution of the relaxation times
of P for various pressuress ~b! and electric fieldsE ~c! for a TMA-ZnCl4 crystal; a, b —E515 V/cm, s
50 ~1!, 7.5 ~2!, 12 ~3!, 15 ~4!, 20 bar~5!; c — s50, E55.5 ~1!, 15 ~2!, 20 ~3!, 25 V/cm ~4!; t051 min,
T515.85 °C.
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Figure 2 shows spectra of the distributionf (t) for various values ofs with
E515 V/cm ~b! and for various values ofE with s50 ~c!. The variation inf (t) as
a function of the fieldE is standard:5 As E increases, the spectra shift in the direction
lower values oft. The variation inf (t) with pressure is anomalous: Ass increases, the
spectra shift nonmonotonically to smaller and then larger values oft. A plot of
tm5a/(11n), determined from the spectraf (t), as a function ofs ~Fig. 3! gives a clear
picture of this anomaly. It is seen thattm has a deep minimum~the reciprocal 1/tm has
a maximum! for the same valuess* 510–12 bar as the anomalies inPs andEc in Fig.
1. The quantitytm corresponds to the most likely~with maximum distribution density
f max(t)) energy barrierUm5kTln(tm/t0). According to Eq. ~1!, the quantity Um

5(U0)m22VaPsE and, correspondingly,tm can initially decrease with increasings if

TABLE I. Relaxation parametersa andn as a function of the electric fieldE and uniaxial mechanica
stresss.

E, V/cm 5.5 15 20 25
(s50)
a 20.360.6 5.7660.17 3.160.1 2.6460.08
n,1022 2.9660.03 4.1960.04 4.7160.05 7.560.1

s, bar 0 7.5 10 12 15 20
(E515 V/cm!
a 24.760.7 8.560.3 7.660.2 6.860.2 10.860.3 15.460.5
n, 1022 7.4360.07 5.3560.05 4.2360.04 7.9360.08 4.9460.05 4.5660.04

FIG. 3. The relaxation timetm , corresponding to the maximum of the distributionf (t), versus the uniaxial
pressures for a TMA-ZnCl4 crystal; T515.85 °C. Inset: The reciprocal quantity 1/tm proportional to the
relaxation rate.
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the first term (U0)m makes the dominant contribution toUm . This decrease of (U0)m

~and allU in the spectrum! is much larger in a weak fieldE, in which the relaxation was
recorded, than in a strong fieldE.Ec ~Figs. 1 and 3!.

In summary, the structural transformation of the polar phase of a crystal, witPs

decreasing monotonically all the way to zero under uniaxial compression, occurs
following order. Compression at first decreases the potential barriersU for centers of
polarization, and the rate of relaxation of the polarization in a fieldE increases. At a
pressures5s* the barrier energyU reaches a minimum, and new waves of structu
modulation appear. Under further compressionU once again increases, specifically, b
cause of a decrease in the electrostatic interactionPE @see Eq.~1!#, and the relaxation
rate drops continuously. Such a transformation of the crystal structure under compr
is like a phase transition to a different nonuniform state, this transition occurring a
pressures5s* for which the energies of the barriers separating different metast
states are minimum. The transition is accompanied by sharp anomalies of the k
properties of the crystal. These anomalies are observed only in slowly varying or
electric fields.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
No. 99-02-17303!.
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Weak-field Hall resistance and effective carrier density
measurements across the metal–insulator
transition in Si-MOS structures

V. M. Pudalov* )

P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Rus

G. Brunthaler, A. Prinz, and G. Bauer
Institut für Halbleiterphysik, Johannes Kepler Universita¨t, Linz, A-4040, Austria

~Submitted 3 June 1999!
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The weak-field Hall voltage in Si-MOS structures with different mo-
bility is studied on both sides of the metal–insulator transition. In the
vicinity of the critical density on the metallic side of the transition, the
Hall voltage is found to deviate by 6–20 % from its classical value. The
deviation does not correlate with the strong temperature dependence of
the diagonal resistivityrxx(T). In particular, the smallest deviation in
Rxy is found in the highest-mobility sample, which exhibits the largest
variation in the diagonal resistivityrxx with temperature.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00913-5#

PACS numbers: 71.30.1h, 73.40.Qv, 73.50.Jt

In the framework of the quasiclassical description of Si-MOS structures,1 the charge
of the inversion layerQinv is proportional toVg , as in a plain capacitor formed by th
metallic gate and the 2D layer. This prediction was confirmed by the measurements
Shubnikov–de Haas effect in a perpendicular field.2 At low temperatures, when the bul
conductance is frozen out and the charge in the depletion layer does not vary with
voltage, the variation of the capacitor charge withVg is related to the inversion laye
charge only:

Qinv5C~Vg2Vt!. ~1!

HereC5dQ/dVg is the geometric capacitance between the gate and the 2D carrier
Vt is determined by the difference in work functions of the Al gate film and the
carrier layer, by the energy of the bottom of the lowest subband in the confining pot
well, and by the charge trapped in the depletion layer and at the interface.1 The charge in
the Si-MOS structureQinv was measured directly3 and was found to be equal~within 2 %
uncertainty! to the charge of the 2D carrier layerQ2D5e3nShdH, wherenShdH is the
density of carriers participating in the Shubnikov–de Haas or Quantum Hall e
~QHE!, nShdH5(eB/h)3 i , and i is the number of filled quantum levels in a given ma
netic fieldB.

The issue of the carrier density was raised recently again in connection wit
metal–insulator~M–I! transition in 2D carrier systems atB50. The transition occurs a
480021-3640/99/70(1)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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a critical gate voltageVgc ~whereVgc.Vt).
4 The critical gate voltage is interpreted a

corresponding to a critical carrier densitync5(dn/dVg)(Vgc2Vt). Recently an alterna-
tive interpretation was put forward5 wherein it was supposed that the density of carri
participating in transport atB50 is equal toneff5(dn/dVg)Vg2nc , so thatneff50 at
the transition, i.e., atVg5Vgc .

The effective number of carriers is not a well-defined parameter close to the
transition, and may,a priori, turn out to be different in different effects. In a wea
magnetic field, the Hall resistance in the single-particle approximation6 is inversely pro-
portional to the number of carriers:

Rxy'
vct

s0
F12

1

~vct0!2

DG~eF!

G G . ~2!

Here s05ne2t/m* is the diagonal conductivity atB50, vc5eB/m* is the cyclotron
frequency, andt is the transport scattering time atB50. G andDG are the monotonic
and oscillatory parts of the density of states. According to the theory,7,8 electron–electron
interaction affectsRxy in the same order assxx , and thusdRxy /Rxy'2(drxx /rxx

0 ).

The Hall resistance was measured earlier in low-mobilityp- and n-type Si-MOS
structures9,10,1and was found to remainfinite and nonactivational through the transitio
to the temperature-activated conduction regime. In high-mobility n-type Si-MOS
samples the Hall resistance was measured across the QHE–insulator transition11–13 and
was also found to be close to its classical value12 Rxy5B/ne, with n given by Eq.~1!.
Low frequency (;3 Hz! ac measurements of the ‘‘gate–2D layer’’ capacitance11 have
shown that the capacitance remains unchanged, within a few %, across the Q
insulator transition. With such a precision, the number of carriers participatin
charging–discharging is described by the same Eq.~1! in both the insulating and metallic
phases. This observation also sets an estimated upper bound on the possible vari
the trapped charge in the vicinity of the M–I transition:dVt /dVg,10%.

The above measurements ofRxy and of the capacitance, however, were done
quantizing magnetic field. In this paper we report measurements ofRxy performed in such
weak magnetic fields, where Landau levels are not resolved,DG/G!1. We found that
the weak-field Hall voltage remains finite across the M–I transition. Deviation of Rxy

from the quasiclassical value is within 6–20% for different samples. Under the ass
tion that the inverse Hall voltage is a measure of the effective number of carriersneff , the
latter does not decrease to zero at the M–I transition.

We studied three samples from different wafers: Si22~with a peak mobility
m533.000 cm2/V•s at T50.3 K!, Si4/32 (m58.000 cm2/V•s! and Si-46 (m51.350
cm2/V•s!. All samples had oxide thickness of 200630 nm, and, correspondingly
dn/dVg5(1.0560.15)31011V21cm22. The samples had potential probes lithograp
cally defined with an accuracy of 1mm. The top view of the samples is shown in the ins
to Fig. 1, wherew5800mm and l 51250mm are the channel width and interconta
distance, andd525mm is the width of the bulk diffusion area contacting the 2D lay
For Hall voltage measurements at low density, we used battery-operated electro
amplifiers with input current,10214A. Four-probe measurements were taken by an
lock-in technique at 3–7 Hz and also, partly, by a dc technique.
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Figure 1 demonstrates that the minima of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillationsrxx

are equidistant on the gate voltage scale. The carrier density calculated from the m
is independent of magnetic field~in the range 0.5 to 5 T! and of temperature~for 0.3 to
1.4 K!, within an uncertainty of 1–2%. The Hall voltage was measured in a field
0.2–0.3 T, which is large enough to suppress the quantum interference correctio
conductivity14 and low enough to keep the oscillatory part in the density of states sm
for all gate voltages and temperatures down to 30 mK.

For the samples Si22 and Si4/32, the resistivity exhibited an exponential declin
Vg.Vgc as the temperature decreased.4,15 For the most disordered sample, Si46, t
resistivity r(T) is activational in the insulating state~for Vg,Vgc) and has a weak
almost linear, ‘‘metallic’’ temperature dependence forVg.Vgc ~Ref. 15!, as demon-
strated in Fig. 2. The effective ‘‘Hall density’’nHall5B/eRxy , calculated fromRxy at
T50.29 K is shown in Fig. 2. The dashed line depictsnShdH versus gate voltage, calcu
lated from the period of oscillations. AsVg decreases, the effective Hall density devia
from the classical linear dependence, and then falls quickly to zero, deep in the insu

FIG. 1. Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations inrxx versus gate voltage atT50.29 K andB52 T. The dashed line
and filled dots demonstrate a linear relation between the number of the quantum level and the gate voltag
which thenShdH density is calculated. The inset shows the sample geometry.

FIG. 2. Resistivity atB50 ~left Y axis! versus gate voltage for the sample Si46 for seven temperature va
Hall density~right Y axis! as a function of gate voltage atB50.3 T andT50.29 K. The dotteded line depicts
Vgc ; the dashed line is for the densitynShdH.
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state. This is consistent with the earlier results of Ref. 10. Right at the critical
voltage,Vgc514.4 V, the Hall density is 5%larger than the classical value given by Eq
~1!.

For samples with higher mobility, the critical densitync is lower and the critical
resistivity rc is higher.15 For this reason, the admixture of longitudinal voltage produ
large distortions of the measured Hall voltage. As Fig. 3a shows, the admixture c
reduced substantially by subtracting the results taken for opposite magnetic field
tions. The Hall resistance for sample Si4/32 at low density is larger than the quas
sical valueB/enShdH. The deviation in the effective Hall density,dnHall5nHall2nShdH,
calculated from the measuredRxy values for six temperatures is plotted in Fig. 3b.
high density and high temperature, the deviation in the Hall density tends to zer
temperature decreases to 0.3 K, the deviation rises to almost 20%, and seems to s

Finally, as shown in Fig. 4, the deviation in the Hall density for the high mobi
sample Si22 has a 3 times weaker dependence on gate voltage and temperature th
Si4/32. AsVg increases, the disagreement betweennHall andnShdH becomes less than th
measurement uncertainty. It should be noted that the absolute value ofnShdH and the true
position of the ‘‘zero’’ on the vertical scales in Figs. 4 and 3b have an uncertaint
;1 –2% for Si22 and 4% for Si4/32. Although the deviation of the Hall density is sm
for all samples,dnHall /nShdH!1, it is much larger than the error bars. Due to the cha
neutrality in Si-MOS structure@Eq. ~1!#, the nonzero value of thednHall indicates either
a departure from the Drude–Boltzmann interpretation of the Hall voltage in the vic
of Vgc or a noticeable contribution from carrier exchange between the 2D layer
shallow potential traps at the Si/SiO2 interface.16,17

FIG. 3. a! Hall resistance versus carrier density, measured at two opposite field directions atT52 K and
B560.2 T. Dotted curve represents an averaged resistance,^Rxy&5(Rxy(1B)2Rxy(2B))/2. The bold dashed
curve is the classical dependenceB/ne. b! Deviation in the ‘‘Hall density,’’dnHall , measured atB560.2 T for
six temperatures. The vertical dashed lines mark the critical densitync . The inset showsrxx versus temperature
for 11 densities, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 3, 3.2, 3.4, 3.7, 4.7, 5.7, in units of 1011 cm22.
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In the framework of the Drude–Boltzmann model, the effective carrier densitynHall

for all samples remains close to the classical value over the metallic range of den
Vg.Vgc , whererxx strongly varies with temperature. We conclude, in the same fra
work, that the strong exponential decline inrxx(T) with decreasingT ~Ref. 4! is associ-
ated with an anomaly in the scattering time or in the transport mechanism, rathe
with carrier density. The insets to Figs. 3a and 4 show that the variations of the dia
resistivity with temperature are much larger than those inRxy , over the same range o
density and of temperature. The lack of a linear relationship betweendRxy anddrxx in
the vicinity of Vgc , indicates that at least one of these two quantities is not related to
interaction quantum corrections7 ~with the reservation that the theory may be not valid
the strong interaction case,r s;3 –10!.

In conclusion, we have measured the weak-field Hall resistance inn-Si-MOS
samples across the metal–insulator transition. We found no signatures of a com
carrier freeze-out atVg5Vgc . However, for low density and low temperatures, the H
voltage in different samples was found to deviate from the classical value by a
6–20%. The deviation inRxy does not correlate with the strong temperature depende
of rxx(T). In particular, the smallest value of the deviation inRxy ~6 %! was measured in
the high mobility sample Si22, where the diagonal resistivityrxx varies most strongly~by
5.5 times! in the same temperature range.

V. P. acknowledges help by M. D’Iorio and E. M. Goliamina in sample process
and acknowledges discussions with B. Altshuler and D. Maslov. The work was supp
by the RFBR, by the Programs ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nanostructures’’ and ‘‘Statis
Physics,’’ by INTAS, NWO, and by FWF P13439, O¨ NB 6333 and GME, Austria.
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FIG. 4. Deviation in the ‘‘Hall density,’’dnHall measured atB560.2 T on sample Si22 for four temperature
The dashed line is a guide to the eye. Dotted vertical line marks the critical densitync . The inset showsrxx

versus temperature for 11 densities, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.1, 2.4, 2.9, 3.34, 4.3, 5.5, 7.9, in units of 1011 cm22.
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Optical nutation at a Raman-active transition
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Optical nutation at the Raman-active transition 6P1/2– 6P3/2 of thallium
atoms (vR/2pc57793 cm21) under resonant Raman excitation by a
biharmonic picosecond pulsed field, giving rise to substantial motion of
the population, is detected. Optical nutation appears as an oscillatory
behavior of the energy of the anti-Stokes scattering of probe pulses,
which follow with a fixed delay, as a function of the product of the
energies of the excitation pulses. As a result of the dynamic Stark
effect, which decreases the frequency of the transition under study,
resonance excitation conditions are satisfied for negative initial detun-
ings of the Raman excitation frequency from resonance. The Raman
scattering cross section for the transition under study is estimated by
comparing the experimental data with the calculations. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00213-3#

PACS numbers: 42.50.Md, 42.50.Hz

1. For fast ~relative to the relaxation times! excitation of optical transitions by a
resonant or nearly resonant field, the temporal evolution of a two-level system ha
character of regular oscillations of the population difference and polarization~optical
nutation!. For dipole-forbidden transitions, excitation can be accomplished by a
photon (v11v25vR) or a Raman (v12v25vR) scheme, wherev1 andv2 are laser
frequencies andvR is the frequency of the transition under study.

In Ref. 1, for two-photon excitation of the 3S– 4D transition of sodium atoms
optical nutation was observed by detecting the modulation of the luminescence fro
4D level with a nonzero detuning from resonance, so that the nutation period was s
than the relaxation times. In Ref. 2 nutation was observed with excitation of a two-ph
vibrational–rotational transition of the NH3 molecule by pulses with close frequenci
and different intensities. The 294 MHz detuning from the resonance frequency
compensated by the dynamic Stark effect. It was asserted by the author that the ob
beats in the intensity of the weaker beam, passing through a cell containing NH3 mol-
ecules, corresponded to periodic modulation of the inversion. It is important to note
in Refs. 1 and 2 the excitation beams propagated in opposite directions, which m
possible to compensate the Doppler shift.

The Doppler shift is not compensated for Raman excitation. For relatively h
50021-3640/99/70(1)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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frequency transitions the Doppler dephasing timeT2* can be quite short, down to;1 ns.

A universal method in which the conditions for coherence of excitation in detectio
nutation are certainly satisfied, is to use excitation pulses with duration shorter tha
times T1 , T2 , and T2* . The possibility of an experimental arrangement in which
dependence of the energy of coherent anti-Stokes~Stokes! scattering of a probe pulse
following through the medium with a fixed delay, would be measured as a function o
product of the energies of the excitation pulses is discussed in Ref. 3.

In gases the conditions for coherence of excitation are satisfied, as a rule, for
second pulses. Since the Raman scattering cross section is small, quite powerful p
ond pulses must be used to obtain substantial motion of the population. Then the dy
Stark effect becomes substantial. The spectral manifestations of this effect with th
citation of Raman-active transitions have been investigated in Refs. 4 and 5.

In the present work optical nutation was detected at a Raman-active transiti
thallium atoms under conditions of resonant biharmonic excitation with picose
pulses, accompanied by a considerable motion of the population. The dynamic
effect was manifested as a strong ‘‘asymmetry’’ of the nutation under a change in si
the initial detuning of the Raman excitation frequencyv12v2 from resonancevR .

2. Single picosecond pulses of a dye laser~30 ps,l1'0.582mm, energy 0.75 mJ!
and an Nd:YAG laser~30 ps, l251.064mm, maximum energy 5 mJ! were used as
excitation pulses, and single second-harmonic pulses~25 ps,lp50.532mm, 0.5 mJ!,
following with a fixed delay, were used as probe pulses. The radiations of the excit
and probe pulses were collimated into'1 mm diameter beams~at the 1/e intensity level!
and directed into a 15 mm long cell containing thallium vapor heated to 950 K. The
was filled with neon as a buffer gas to a pressure of 3 Torr at room temperature.

To decrease the effect of the averaging of the signal over the profile of the excit
beams, which smooths the nutations, a diaphragm 0.3 mm in diameter was placed
axis of the beams 6 cm from the exit window of the cell. After passing through
diaphragm, the radiation of the excitation pulses was separated from the anti-S
signal (lA'0.376mm), and the energiesW1 andW2 of these pulses were measured w
photodetectors. In the process of detecting nutation, the energyW1 of the excitation pulse
with l1'0.582mm was fixed, and the energyW2 of the excitation pulse withl2

51.064mm was varied using a polarization rotator and a Glan prism. The polariza
rotator, which did not cause beam drift, consisted of a fused-quartz plate, compres
a direction perpendicular to the axis of the beams. After passing through the d
diffraction monochromator the anti-Stokes radiation was detected with a photomulti

The fixed delay of 140 ps was chosen on the basis of the following considera
First, it must be greater than the duration of the excitation pulses. Second, no appre
decrease of the coherent signal should occur over the delay time. For a fixed neon
gas density, the collisional dephasing time is 9.3 ns,6 and it can be neglected in th
calculations. Larger decays of the signal come as a result of Doppler dephasing,
dephasing time of 1.1 ns at 950 K,6 and as a result of interference of the hyperfi
components of the 6P1/2– 6P3/2 transition under study, which differ in frequency b
0.0175 cm21, which leads to quantum beats with period 1.9 ns in the pulsed respo6

Thus the factors enumerated above are negligible with a 140 ps delay time and
neglected.
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3. The experimentally measured dependence of the anti-Stokes radiation enerWA

on the productW1W2 of the energies of the excitation pulses are shown in Fig. 1
different initial detuningsDv0 . The range of values ofW1W2 corresponds toW2 in the
range 0 – 400mJ with the fixed average valueW1510mJ. The curves in Fig. 1 are
normalized to the maximum value ofWA in Fig. 1c. The initial detuning is determined a
Dv05(v12v2)2vR , i.e., this is the detuning for small values ofW1 and W2 , for
which the Stark shift can be neglected. The circles indicate the average values
anti-Stokes signal.

It should be noted first that the amplitude of the signal increases as the det
Dv0 varies from the initial zero value~Fig. 1a! to Dv0521.4 cm21 ~Fig. 1b! and then
to Dv0522.4 cm21 ~Fig. 1c!. The characteristic rise and fall of the signal, which a
most clearly seen in Fig. 1b, form simultaneously. AsuDv0u increases, the maximum in
Figs. 1b, and 1c shifts to larger values ofW1W2 . As uDv0u increases further, the ape
becomes almost flat (22.4 cm21, Fig. 1c!, after which a dip appears at the cente
(23.2 cm21, Fig. 1d!, the minimum of the dip also shifting in to larger values
W1W2(24.2 cm21) with increasinguDv0u. As uDv0u increases, a signal appears with
increasing shift on theW1W2 scale~Figs. 1e and 1f!. As Dv0 varies from zero in the
direction of positive values, however, the signal drops off rapidly.

As an example, the results of the unaveraged measurements in each laser s
shown in Fig. 1e~dots! together with the average values. A number of circumstan
make it difficult to detect a larger number of nutation periods. The variance of

FIG. 1. Experimental dependence of the anti-Stokes scattering energyWA on the productW1W2 of the energies
of the excitation pulses for different initial detuningsDv0 : a! Dv050 cm21; b! 21.4 cm21; c! 22.4 cm21; d!
23.2 cm21; e! 24.2 cm21; f! 25.6 cm21.
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experimental points, which is due to fluctuations of the pulses, decreases the contras
observing the nutation. This effect becomes more pronounced with increasing phase
the nutation. The smoothing of the nutation as a result of averaging over the area of
diaphragm is also more pronounced here. Moreover, the power density attained in
experiments corresponded to electric fields of the light up to 2.53106 V/cm. At these
fields self-action appears in the optical components, and other nonlinear optical effe
that distort the nutation picture also cannot be ruled out.

4. The Bloch equations for a generalized two-level system in a biharmonic pum
field are, in a rotating coordinate system and in neglect of dephasing,7,8

dr/dt5V3r, ~1!

wherer5(u,v,w) is the Bloch vector,u andv are the in-phase and quadrature compo-
nents of the polarization,w is the normalized population difference between the lower
and upper levels,V5(2gA1 ,A2,0,Dv), whereDv is the detuning of the excitation
frequency from the Raman resonance frequency, andgA1A2 is the Rabi frequency for
Raman excitation withDv50 ~there is no phase modulation of the excitation pulses and
the slowly varying amplitudesA1 andA2 are real!.

The motion of the Bloch vector under the influence of the excitation pulses
complicated by the dynamic Stark effect, which shifts the resonance frequencyvR by
DvSt5(Da1A1

21Da2A2
2)/4\ ~Ref. 9!, whereDa1 and Da2 are the differences of the

polarizabilities of the upper and lower levels for the wavesv1 and v2 . Therefore the
total detuning from Raman resonance is

Dv5Dv01DvSt5~v12v2!2vR1DvSt. ~2!

The pulses were assumed to be Gaussian:A1,25A1,2
0 exp(24t2/tP

2), wheretP is the pulse
duration with respect to the 1/e level. Calculations were performed for plane waves with
the obvious initial conditions:u050, v050, andw0521.

5. In accordance with the experimental arrangement, the position of the Bloch vec
after the passage of excitation pulses was calculated, taking account of the experimen
measured Stark shift, using the model~1! and~2!. The pulse energyWA at the anti-Stokes
frequency was found as the quantity proportional to the squared projection of the Blo
vector on thew50 plane. Figure 2a shows the calculations ofWA as a function ofW1W2

FIG. 2. Calculation of the anti-Stokes scattering energyWA as a function of the initial detuningDv0 and the
productW1W2 of the energies of the excitation pulses on the basis of the model in Eqs.~1! and~2!, with ~a! and
without ~b! the dynamic Stark effect.
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for different values ofDv0 . This shows the general character of the nutation under S
shift conditions. Since the polarizability of an atom in the upper level is greater tha
polarizability in the lower level, the frequency of the transition investigated shift
lower values in accordance with the temporal form of the excitation pulses. The ad
contribution, which we measured experimentally, to the shift of the transition frequ
by each excitation pulse was 0.32 cm21 (W158 mJ) and 0.67 cm21 (W2570mJ), which
corresponds to polarizability differencesDa15100(30)310224cm3 and Da2525(8)
310224cm3.

The experimentally measured dependence of the anti-Stokes signal energyWA on
the productW1W2 of the energies of the excitation pulses with fixed initial detunin
Dv0 correspond to aDv05const section through the three-dimensional depende
presented in Fig. 2a. Figure 2b shows the computational results with the same scal
Fig. 2a but neglecting the Stark effect. In this case, the nutation picture is symmetric
respect to theDv050 plane: ForDv050, as the productW1W2 increases, the system
successively passes through a state of maximum polarization~the Bloch vector lies in the
horizontal plane!, maximum inversion~the Bloch vector points upwards along thew
axis!, then once again maximum polarization, and finally back to the initial state.
region of maximum polarization corresponds to the apex of the three-dimensional d
dence, and its total width is determined by the doubled Rabi frequency.10,11 The region
marked by the arrow in Fig. 2b is the inversion region.

The Stark shift introduces characteristic features in the nutation. Even with e
tuning to resonance (Dv050), for small W and W2 the dye-laser pulse with energ
W1510mJ leads to a detuning because of the Stark shiftDv'0.4 cm21, as a result of
which the signal amplitude is small. ForDv0.0 the Stark shift increases the detunin
Dv even more and the signal drops off rapidly, which experiment confirms. ForDv0

,0, satisfaction of the conditionDv01DvSt50 for the corresponding amplitudesA1

andA2 means that the Stark shift compensates the negative initial detuning and brin
system to resonance. The larger the value ofuDv0u, the larger the resonance field am
plitudes are. The nutation picture is ‘‘skewed’’ with respect to theDv0 axis, extending
along the axis, given by the conditionDv01DvSt50; in addition, asuDv0u increases, a
signal appears with increasing shift on theW1W2 scale. In the range ofDv0 from 0 to
approximately22 cm21 the nutation amplitude increases, reaching the region of m
mum polarizationu21v251. However, asuDv0u increases, the maximum shifts to larg
values ofW1W2 . The system still does not enter the inversion region, marked by
arrow in Fig. 2a~the Bloch vector, having reached an almost horizontal position, t
moves downwards!. As uDv0u increases further, a dip~marked by the arrow in Fig. 2a!
appears at the apex of the three-dimensional dependence; this dip corresponds to
sition of the system into the inversion region, where the Bloch vector lies in the u
hemisphere. The depth of the dip increases withuDv0u, but for the values ofW1W2

reached in the experiment it does not reach the bottom. The experimentally obs
dependences also demonstrated nutation of a similar character.

Computer simulation of the nutation shows that the above-described featur
optical nutation are very sensitive to the parameters of the model: the polarizatio
ferencesDa1 and Da2 and the coefficientg in the expression for the Rabi frequenc
proportional to the Raman scattering cross section.12 This enabled us to estimate, b
comparing the experimental and computed dependences, the Raman scattering cro
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tion for the experimental transition asds/do51.5(0.6)310227cm2/sr. It should be
noted that while it describes the basic qualitative features of the observed nutatio
model employed does not give complete agreement, specifically, it gives a larger de
the signal on theW1W2 scale. This is probably due to the simplicity of the model.

6. In summary, we have detected optical nutation upon the resonant biharm
excitation of a Raman-active transition, leading to a substantial, even inverted, popu
of the upper level. The form of the nutation depended on the initial detuning of
biharmonic excitation frequency from Raman resonance; the resonance excitation
is shifted to negative values of the initial detuning on account of the dynamic Stark e
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The Einstein–Podolsky-Rosen effect and causality
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It is shown for a simple example that the formalism of quantum field
theory and the requirement of microcausality do not forbid complete
correlation of the results of measurements performed by two observers
separated by a spacelike interval.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01013-0#

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz

Quantum mechanics admits so-called entangled states, which became widely
after the work of Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen~EPR!,1 who examined the question o
whether or not a wave function gives a complete description. The ‘‘nonlocality’’ of
correlations of two particles in an entangled state has no classical analog.2 In nonrelativ-
istic quantum mechanics such nonlocality leads to a correlation between the resu
measurements performed by two spatially separated observers. Since in nonrela
physics there are no limits on the propagation velocity of the interaction, a correlati
the results of simultaneous measurements performed by two observers at spatially
rated points does not lead to any contradictions. We also note that the statist
measurements performed on entangled states leads to violation of the Bell inequa2

At the same time the special theory of relativity imposes a limit on the propaga
velocity of an interaction. A causal relation between points of space–time can exist
if the points are located inside the light cone~they are separated by a timelike interva!.
For this reason, in quantum field theory, at first glance, it would be natural to assum
the results of measurements performed by two observers separated by a spacelike
cannot be correlated, i.e., they must be statistically independent. It turns out, how
that in reality in the formalism of the relativistic theory there are no restrictions on
correlation of the results of measurements at two points separated by a spacelike in
The point is that such a correlation is not equivalent to the existence of a causal lin
does not permit the transmittal of information faster than the speed of light.

An example of an entangled state of a composite system consisting of two no
tivistic particles is a wave function of the type

uc&5E up&1u2p&2dp, or in the coordinate representationuc&5E ux&1ux&2dx. ~1!

In the state~1! neither particle has a completely determined momentum~coordinate!.
Only the total momentum of the particles~difference of coordinates!, which is zero~the
particles are ‘‘located’’ the same distance from the coordinate origin!, is determined. If
540021-3640/99/70(1)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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measurements of the coordinates of the particles are performed by two spatially sep
observers, then if the result of a measurement by the first observer gives the valuex1, the
result of the second observer isx1 with certainty. A similar situation occurs in measur
ments of the momenta of the particles. If the result of a measurement by the first ob
is p1, then the result of measurement by the second observer is2p1 with certainty. In
addition, measurements of the coordinates, for example, can be performed at the
time at two points separated by a spacelike interval. In this sense the results
measurements are ‘‘instantaneously’’ correlated.

One of the basic postulates of relativistic quantum field theory is the requireme
microcausality, which can be expressed formally as vanishing of the commutator o
field operators at points separated by a spacelike interval.3 It is postulated that the com
mutator~anticommutator! of two field operators is ac-number function

@u~ x̂!,u~ x̂8!#65 iD ~ x̂2 x̂8!.

A very important feature of the functionD( x̂2 x̂8) is that it is zero for spacelike interval
( x̂2 x̂8)25c2(x02x08)22ux2x8u2,0. The latter is interpreted as the absence of co
lations between the values of the fields at two points separated by a spacelike in
~see, for example, Ref. 4, where no distinctions are made between the correlation a
causal link!.

It will be shown below for a simple example that the formalism of quantum fi
theory admits correlations between the values of a field at points separated by a sp
interval. The result of a measurement at one point can completely determine the ou
of a measurement at a second point, and nonetheless such a correlation between
outcomes of the measurements does not signify the existence of a causal link be
them. For measurements performed on an entangled state of a field a causal link
conventionally speaking, between the point of ‘‘creation’’ of a two-particle entang
state of the field and the two points where the measurements are performed. F
reason, the violation of the Bell inequalities in the experiments of Ref. 5 in measurem
performed at two points separated by a spacelike interval on a biphoton state of a
obtained with parametric conversion is unsurprising. Therefore microcausality doe
imply the absence of correlations between physical quantities characterizing the s
a field at two points separated by a spacelike interval.

The amplitudeF of an arbitrary state of a field in the Fock representation can
obtained as the action of field creation operatorsui

1( x̂) i on the vacuum state of the fiel
F0 as3

F5E . . . E F̃~ k̂1 , . . . ,k̂n!d~ k̂1
22m1

2! . . . d~ k̂n
22mn

2!u1
1~ k̂!1 . . . un

1~ k̂!ndk̂1 . . . k̂nF0 .

~2!

The integration in Eq.~2! extends over states on the mass shell.

In what follows we shall work with massless particles, e.g., photons. The f
dimensional vector potential operatorsAn

6( x̂) are required to satisfy the Bose commut
tion relations3

@An
2~ x̂!, Am

1~ x̂8!#25 ignmD0
2~ x̂2 x̂8!,
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wheregnm is the metric tensor (g0052g1152g2252g3351) andD0
2( x̂2 x̂8) is the

negative-frequency part of the commutation function:

D0
2~ x̂!5

i

~2p!3/2 E dk̂d~ k̂2!u~2k0!exp~ i k̂ x̂!5
1

4p
«~x0!d~l!,

«~x0!5u~x0!2u~2x0!, l25~x0!22x2,

which is nonzero and possesses a singularity on the light cone. The four-dimen
vector potential operators have the form

An
6~ x̂!5

1

~2p!3/2 E dk

A2k0
exp~6 i k̂ x̂!An

6~k!5
1

~2p!3/2 E dk

A2k0
en

m~k!exp~6 i k̂ x̂!am
1~k!,

wheream
6(k) are creation and annihilation operators for four types of photons —

transverse, one ‘‘timelike,’’ and one longitudinal!. The latter are fictitious and are intro
duced to preserve the four-dimensional structure of the vector potential, and

@am
2~k!,an

1~k8!#252gnmd~k2k8!, ~ea
•eb!5da,b ~a,b51,2,3!,

e0
a50, e35

k

uku
.

For what follows it is convenient to switch to two transverse polarizations of the pho
The vector-potential operator in such a gauge acquires the form

A~ x̂!5
1

2~2p!3/2 E dk

A2k0 (
l51,2

$e~k,l!a2~k,l!exp~2ik̂x̂!1e~k,l!a1~k,l!exp~ik̂x̂!%,

@e~k,1!3e~k!#52e~k,2!, e~k!5
k

uku
, @a2~k,l!,a1~k8,l8!#25dl,l8d~k2k8!.

To perform the integration overki
0 in Eq. ~2!, it is convenient to make a change o

variables. In this case the relativistic analog of the EPR pair~1! is a field state of the form

F5E E d~k11k2!@a1~k1,1!a1~k2,2!1a1~k1,2!a1~k2,1!#
dk1dk2

A2k1
0A2k2

0
F0 . ~3!

This field state is entangled with respect to momenta and polarizations of the ph
The coefficient singular functiond(k11k2) in Eq. ~3! should be interpreted as th
improper limit of the coefficient functions from the principal space (F(k1 ,k2)˜d(k1

1k2)). In what follows it will be more convenient to work with the normalized states
the type~3!, i.e., with the substitutiond(k11k2)˜F(k1 ,k2).

The propagation amplitude of the field in the case of creation at the points (x̂1 ,x̂2)
and annihilation at the points (ŷ1 ,ŷ2) satisfies the causality condition, and it is nonze
for points lying on the light cone. Indeed, changing to operators in thex̂ representation,
we have

a1~ x̂,l!5E a1~k,l!exp~ i k̂ x̂!
dk

A2k0
.
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In an entangled state the creation operator of the field can be represented as

C1~ x̂1 ,x̂2!5FS i
]

]x1
,i

]

]x2
D E E @a1~k1,1!a1~k2,2!

1a1~k1,2!a1~k2,1!#exp@ i ~ k̂1x̂11 k̂2x̂2!#
dk1dk2

A2k1
0A2k2

0
.

Derivative operators can be substituted for the numbersk i in the arguments ofF if F is
a sufficiently smooth function.

The propagation amplitude of the field is given by the expression

F0* C2~ ŷ1 ,ŷ2!C1~ x̂1 ,x̂2!F0

5F* S i
]

]y1
,i

]

]y2
DFS i

]

]x1
,i

]

]x2
D $D0

1~ x̂12 ŷ1!D0
1~ x̂22 ŷ2!

1D0
1~ x̂12 ŷ2!D0

1~ x̂22 ŷ1!%.

For bosons the propagation amplitude is a symmetrized combination of pos
frequency commutation functions. The amplitude itself is nonzero and singular o
light cone. On going over to an ideal EPR pair the limit of the amplitude (F˜d)
becomes an improper limit. For any coefficient function from the principal spaceF

˜d) the amplitude is always nonzero only on the light cone1! @( x̂i2 ŷi)
250#.

We shall now discuss measurements on an EPR state. In contrast to nonrela
quantum mechanics, there is no systematic and complete theory of measureme
relativistic quantum field theory.

In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics any measurement on a system can b
scribed by a mapping of a convex set of states of the system, which is describ
positive operators with unit trace~density matrices!, into a distribution of probabilities on
some measurable set of results. Such mappings can be described by operator exp
of unity on the measurable set of results~see, for example, Ref. 6!. Working with field
states with a fixed number of particles~in a subspace of Fock states!, a measurement ca
be constructed by analogy with the expansion of unity for the nonrelativistic case
introduce the local detection operators

M ~ x̂1!5 (
l51,2

S E a1~k,l!exp~ i k̂ x̂1!dk D S E a2~k8,l!exp~2 i k̂8x̂1!dk8 D , ~4!

and similarly for the second observer at the pointx̂2. A given measurement can b
interpreted as a measurement of the number of photons, irrespective of the polariz
at the pointsx̂1 andx̂2, respectively. In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics this meas
ment would correspond to an expansion of unity of the form

M ~dx!5 (
s5↑,↓

S E uk,s&exp~ ik–x!dk D S E ^k8,suexp~2 ik–8x!dk8 Ddx, E M ~dx!5I ,

whereuk,s& is a state of a nonrelativistic particle with momentumk and spins.

A calculation of the commutator of the detection operators shows that
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@M ~ x̂1!,M ~ x̂2!#52~2p!3i(
l

S B1~ x̂1!B2~ x̂2!
]

]x2
0

D0
1~ x̂22 x̂1!

2B1~ x̂2!B2~ x̂1!
]

]x2
0

D0
2~ x̂22 x̂1!D ,

B6~ x̂i !5E a6~k,l!exp~6 i k̂ x̂i !dk,

i.e., @M ( x̂1),M ( x̂2)#Þ0 only on the light cone, (x̂12 x̂2)250. Therefore it would be
natural to conjecture that the results of measurements of the operatorsM ( x̂1) andM ( x̂2)
can be correlated only if (x̂12 x̂2)250 ~for massive particles, if (x̂12 x̂2)2>0). In reality,
however, it turns out that for certain states of the field~including EPR states! a correlation
can also exist if (x̂12 x̂2)2,0.

Because of the singularity of the functions in quantum field theory it makes sen
talk only about relative probability in measurements. The joint probability of detec
photons with polarizationl1 at the pointx̂1 and l2 at the pointx̂2 has the form~the
detection operators are taken in normal form, where the annihilation operators sta
the left of the creation operators!

Pr~ x̂1 ,l1 ; x̂2 ,l2!5F* :M ~ x̂1!M ~ x̂2!:F5F0* C2:M ~ x̂1!M ~ x̂2!:C1F0 .

Here

F5C1F05E E F~k1 ,k2!@a1~k1,1!a1~k2,2!1a1~k1,2!a1~k1,2!#
dk1dk2

A2k1
0A2k2

0
F0 ,

and we find~omitting inconsequential numerical factors!

Pr~ x̂1 ,l1 ; x̂2 ,l2!5~dl1,1dl2,21dl1,2dl2,1!UFS i
]

]x1
,i

]

]x2
DD0

1~ x̂1!D0
2~ x̂2!U2

. ~5!

A complete correlation exists in polarization measurements performed by two obse
and the probability is nonzero, as follows from Eq.~5!, even if the observers are sep
rated by a spacelike interval. In the limit of ideal EPR correlations (F˜d) the expression
for the probability reduces to the following~we omit a factor containing the polariza
tions!:

Pr~ x̂1 ; x̂2!52D0
1~2X̂!D0

2~X̂!5@D0
2~X̂!#2, X5~x1

01x2
0 ,x12x2!. ~6!

The probability is given by the product of two singular generalized functions. E
though each cofactor is singular atX̂250, this product and its Fourier transform non
theless exist as generalized functions.7 This is because the carrier of the functionD2 lies
in the forward part of the light cone. We note that the singularity in theD2 functions in
Eq. ~6! lies on the surfaceX̂250 ~for other entangled states the singularity can occur
a different combination of arguments! and not on the light cone, where (x̂12 x̂2)250.

The Fourier transform of Eq.~6! has the form
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F@D0
1~2X̂!D0

2~X̂!#5E D0
1~2X̂!D0

2~X̂!exp~ i k̂X̂!dX̂5
1

8p
u~k0!u~ k̂2!.

Since the integration extends only over the front part of the light cone, the probabilit~6!
is determined as a generalized function

Pr~ x̂1 ; x̂2!5
1

8p E u~k0!u~ k̂2!exp~2 i k̂X̂!dk̂52
1

2r
«~X 0!

]

]r
d~X̂2!1

2

p
PF 1

X̂2G ,

«~X 0!d~X̂2!5
d~X 02r !2d~X 01r !

2r
, r 25~x12x2!2.

The requirement of microcausality in quantum field theory does not forbid comp
correlations in measurements performed by two observers separated by a spacelik
val on an entangled EPR state of the field. Such a correlation in the results of me
ments does not signify the existence of a causal link, because even though the outc
a measurement at one point predetermines the outcome of a measurement perform
second point, such correlations in themselves do not permit transmitting inform
between two observers faster than the speed of light. Indeed, information transm
and a causal link between two points imply that the first observer can prepareat his own
volition at least two different quantum states of the field, which then reach the se
observer. A change in the state of the field cannot propagate to the second observe
than the speed of light; this is a consequence of the requirement of microcausalit~lo-
cality of commutation relations!.

For measurements on a two-particle EPR state of the field, the result obtained
first observer is unknown to him beforehand, and this circumstance makes it impo
for him to transmit information~to realize a causal link with the second observer!. A
causal link exists betweenone‘‘source’’ ~cause! EPR state of the field andtwo results of
measurements~effects!. The propagation amplitude of the field from the source to e
observer is not faster than light.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project

No. 99-02-18127!.
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1!We note that for massive particles, because of the exponential ‘‘tails’’ of the functionsD6, the propagation
amplitude of the field is nonzero outside the light cone at the Compton length, but this does not d
causality~see Ref. 4 for details!.
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Multiqubit spin
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Kazan Physicotechnical Institute, Kazan National Science Center of the Russian Aca
of Sciences, 420029 Kazan, Russia
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It is proposed that the state space of quantum objects with a compli-
cated discrete spectrum be used as a basis for multiqubit recording and
processing of information in a quantum computer. As an example,
nuclear spin 3/2 is considered. The possibilities of writing and reading
two quantum bits of information, preparation of the initial state, and the
implementation of the operations ‘‘rotation’’ and ‘‘controlled nega-
tion,’’ which are sufficient for constructing complex algorithms, are
demonstrated. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01113-5#

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 03.67.Hk, 03.65.Bz

We shall consider a nucleus with spinI 53/2 and with an electric quadrupole mo
ment in an axisymmetric crystalline electric field and a constant magnetic field paral
the symmetry axis. We assume that the Zeeman energy is greater than the quad
energy, so that the nucleus possesses four nonequidistant spin energy levelsEm and
eigenfunctionsxm (m563/2,61/2), which are eigenfunctions of thez componentI z of
the nuclear spinI .

Let a radio frequency~rf! field 2HacosVat, polarized along they axis and resonan
for a certain pair of energy levels\Va5Em2En , act on the spin. The interaction op
eratorHa with the field in the interaction representation contains a time-independent
Ha,eff5\gHa@^muI Yun&Pmn1^nuI Yum&Pnm# and rapidly oscillating~at frequencies which
are multiples ofVa and (Ek2E1)/\) terms, whose role in the evolution of the spin sta
is negligible.~Here and below, to simplify the notation we use a 434 matrix represen-
tation of the projection operatorsPmn for which all of the matrix elementspkl are zero
exceptpmn51. Projection operators are very convenient because of their very si
properties:PklPmn5d lmPkn andPmnxk5dnkxm . In addition, 1, 2, 3, and 4 will stand fo
the indices23/2, 21/2, 11/2, and13/2, respectively.!

The evolution operator of the spin states under the interactionHa,eff is

U~wa!5@Pmn1Pnn#cos~wa/2!1@Pkk1Pl l #1@Pnm2Pmn#sin~wa/2!, ~1!

where wa52(gHat)u^muIYun&u, Em.En , and the indicesk,lÞm,n. If the rf field
2H fcosVmnt is polarized along thex axis, the evolution operator is

U f~w f !5@Pmm1Pnn#cos~w f /2!1@Pkk1Pl l #1 i @Pnm1Pmn#sin~w f /2!, ~1a!
610021-3640/99/70(1)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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wherew f52(gH ft)u^muIXun&u.

In the currently accepted NMR model of a quantum computer tworeal exchange-
coupled spinsR51/2 andS51/2 are considered as a basis for constructing quan
logic elements.1–4 In the formalism of quantum mechanics the states of such a system
the operations on them are written in anabstract four-dimensional space, which is
direct productGR^ GS of the two-dimensional spaces of eigenstates of thereal spinsR
andS. In our case, to clarify the information aspect of the proposed logical operatio
is convenient to perform the inverse procedure: to represent the four-dimensional
G I , corresponding toreal spin 3/2, as a direct productGR^ GS of two abstract two-
dimensional states spaces offictitious spinsR and S. Then any operatorP in the four-
dimensional basis can be expressed as a linear combination of the direct productsR^ S of
operators given in the subspacesGR andGS . The following isomorphic correspondenc
exists between the basisum& of the spaceG I and the basisum1& ^ um2& of the direct
productGR^ GS :

ux1&}u21/2&u21/2&[u11&, ux3&}u11/2&u21/2&[u01&,

ux2&}u21/2&u11/2&[u10&, ux4&}u11/2&u11/2&[u00&,

whereu10& and so on are the notations adopted in information theory for states of
quantum bits~qubits!. The energies corresponding to these states satisfyE1.E2.E3

.E4.

As is well known, the initial state for quantum algorithms developed on an abs
quantum computer is the stateu00&}ux4&. From the standpoint of subsequent quant
calculations the spin density matrix

r init5const@11const•P44#, ~2!

where1 is the unit matrix in the spaceG I , the equivalent of the stateu00& . It does not
change under unitary computational transformations and does not contribute to th
served signal when the result is read.

In a sample of macroscopic size a collection of such nuclei forms an ense
whose spin levels in equilibrium are populated according to the Boltzmann distribu

req5Z exp~2bH!, Z215Tr@exp~2bH!#, b51/kT, ~3!

and at room temperature the relative difference of the populations of the spin lev
ordinarily of the order of 1025–1026 or less. Therefore, to obtain the stater init5 const
•P44 directly by cooling requires very low temperatures, which, besides presenting
stantial technological difficulties, will affect the speed of the entire computational cy

A procedure whose idea goes back to Ref. 3 is proposed. Let the required calcu
consist of performing the transformationUcomp of the stater init , while the spin system is
in a state given by the density matrix~3!, which in the high-temperature approximation

req5Z@11SlmPmm#, 15SPmm, ~4!

wherelm5Em /kT and m51,2,3,4. We shall show that the sum of the results of th
specially prescribed transformations of the statereq is equivalent to a transformation o
the stater init . Indeed, assume that we are required to perform a calculation which
unitary transformationUcompof the states of spinI . We define the unitary transformation
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U15Ua~p!Ub~p!5P131P211P321P44,

U25Ub~p!Ua~p!52P122P231P311P44,

whereUa(p) is the propagator~1! for a pulsed rf field at frequencyVa5(E12E2)/\,
which performs a rotation by the anglew5p, andUb(p) is the propagator for a resonan
rf pulse at frequencyVb5(E22E3)/\. It can be verified that the average of the thr
transformationsUcomp, UcompU1, andUcompU2 ,

~1/3!@UcompreqUcomp
† 1UcompU1reqU1

†Ucomp
† 1UcompU2reqU2

†Ucomp
† #

5~1/3!Ucomp~req1U1reqU1
†1U2reqU2

†!Ucomp
† 5Ucompr initUcomp

† ,

is a computation ofUcomp on the density matrix

r init5Z@a11bP44#, ~5!

wherea5111/3@l11l21l3# andb5l421/3@l11l21l3#.

We shall specify the rotation by a certain angle in the spaceGS under the condition
that the spaceGR is invariant. This can be done by acting on the spinI with a two-
frequency rf pulse containing the resonance frequenciesVa5(E12E2)/\ and Vc

5(E32E4)/\. The propagator of such a transformation in the spaceG1 will be the sum
of propagators of the form~1! which perform rotation by the same anglewa5wc5w at
each transition:

Ua1c~w,w!51cos~w/2!1@P212P121P432P34#sin~w/2!.

It can be expressed as follows in terms of the operators of the spacesGR andGS :

Ua1c~w,w!5~R111R22! ^ @~S111S22!cos~w/2!1~S212S12!sin~w/2!#

5exp$ i ~w/2!1R^ SY%, ~6!

which proves the assertion made above~for fictitious spins 1/2 the indices 1 and 2 a
used instead of21/2 and11/2, respectively; unit matrices are defined as1R5SRmm and
1S5SSmm, m51,2). Similarly, the propagator for a two-frequency rf pulse with carr
~filling ! frequenciesVd5(E12E3)/\ andVe5(E22E4)/\ and angleswd5wc5w, will
equal, analogously,

Ud1e~w,w!5@P221P44#cos~w/2!1@P422P24#sin~w/2!

1@P331P11#cos~w/2!1@P312P13#sin~w/2!

and can be expressed in terms of the spin operators of the spacesGR andGS as

Ud1e~w,w!5@~R111R22!cos~w/2!1~R212R12!sin~w/2!# ^ ~S111S22!

5exp$ i ~w/2!RX^ 1S%, ~7!

which is a rotation by the anglew in the spaceGR with GS remaining unchanged
Generally speaking, the transitions at the frequenciesVd and Ve are forbidden in the
initially adopted configuration of the magnetic and crystalline electric fields. In this
we shall assume that a small entanglement of the wave functions due to a deviatioh
from zero~or for other reasons! allows these transitions, and a large amplitude of the
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field provides the required rotation angle. All results of the present letter can als
obtained with an arbitrary configuration of fields, but this would unjustifiably complic
the exposition.

Next, the transformationUf„w f) at w f5p, defined as

Uf~p!5@P331P44#1 i @P211P12#,

performs the two-bit operation ‘‘controlled negation’’ CNOT — it performs the operat
NOT on a spinS if the spinR is in stateu1& and leaves the spinS unchanged if the spin
R is in a stateu0&. Indeed, it is easy to check that

Uf~p!ux1&[Uf~p!u11&5u10&, Uf~p!ux2&[Uf~p!u10&5u11&,

Uf~p!ux3&[Uf~p!u01&5u01&, Uf~p!ux4&[Uf~p!u00&5u00&.

Hence one can see that the evolution operatorUf(p) can be represented in the bas
GR^ GS as

Uf~p!5u0&^0u ^ 1S1u1&^1u ^ Sx[R22^ 1S1R11^ Sx , ~8!

which proves the assertion made above.

To find the result of the computations it is necessary to read the state of the
density matrixrout5Ucompr initUcomp

† . NMR methods make it possible to measure
elements of the density matrix by tomography of states.4 As an illustration, we shall
examine a variant of reading in the particular case of a diagonal density matrix

rout5m011SmmPmm, m51,2,3,4 ~9!

in the important situation where the result of the computation is one of the statesuxm&,
i.e., when only one of the quantitiesmm can be nonzero. It is necessary to operate on
spin 3/2 under consideration with a pulsed two-frequency rf field, which genera
free-precession signal at the resonance frequenciesV12 andV34 by rotating the density
matrix elements by the angleswa5wc5p/2. Such a pulse corresponds to the evoluti
operator

U35Ua~p/2!Uc~p/2!5~1/A2!@11P212P121P432P34#. ~10!

Under the evolution operator~10! the density matrix~9! in the Schro¨dinger representation
assumes the form

r~ t!51/2$~m11m2!~P111P22!1~m41m3!~P331P44!

1~m12m2!@P21exp~2 i tV12!1P12exp~ i tV12!#

1~m32m4!@P43exp~2 i tV34!1P34exp~ i tV34!#%, ~11!

where time is measured from the end of the computational cycle. In a state describ
the density matrix~11!, the quantum-mechanical averages of the transverse spin co
nents become nonzero,

^I 1~ t !&[^I x1 i I y&5^A3~P431P21!12P32&5Tr@r~ t !~ I x1 i I y!#

5A3~m32m4!exp~2 i tV34!1A3~m12m2!exp~2 i tV12!, ~12!
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and a precession of the nuclear spin, inducing in the detection coil a periodic volta
the two resonance frequenciesV12 andV34 with Fourier componentsA3(m32m4) and
A3(m12m2), arises in a plane perpendicular to the constant magnetic field. We note
an identical pulse acting on the equilibrium density matrix~4! would have produced a
similar precession but with Fourier componentsA3Z(l32l4) and A3Z(l12l2). A
measurement of the sign of the ratios

b34[~m32m4!/~l32l4! and b12[~m12m2!/~l12l2!

of the corresponding Fourier components before and after the computation permi
termining the final state of two fictitious spins:

if b34,0 andb1250, then the result of the computation isu00&,

if b34.0 andb1250, then the result of the computation isu01&,

if b3450 andb12,0, then the result of the computation isu10&,

if b3450 andb12.0, then the result of the computation isu11&.

Nuclear spin 3/2 is not rare. Nuclei with such spin appear in the most diverse
easily accessible materials. Writing of two qubits on discrete levels of a single qua
particle obviates the need for an exchange interaction between the carriers of the
which in existing schemes for implementing quantum gates must be suppressed b
cial methods, complicating the implementation of algorithms. The scheme desc
above applies to quantum systems of arbitrary physical nature. In principle, the
purpose can be served by using nuclear spins of large magnitude~after choosing four
suitable energy levels!, ESR spectra with effective spinS* >3/2, and optical energy
levels. Only the expressions for the resonance frequencies and the matrix elements
operators will change. Specifically, one can use a nuclear quadrupole resonance
spectrum, split~or not split! by the interaction with a static magnetic field is suitable. T
use of effective spinsS* >3/2 and therefore a large number of discrete energy le
gives, generally speaking, additional possibilities, which are not discussed in the p
work.

* !e-mail: ermakov@sci.kcn.ru
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